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Introduction

My Ph.D. Thesis is devoted to the study of the cosmic star formation history and star

forming galaxies, both from an observational and from a theoretical point of view. Many

physical processes concurred in the formation of the Universe. The differences in mor-

phology, mass, age and chemical composition, observed both in local and in distant

galaxies, are the consequence of complex astrophysical mechanisms, and star forma-

tion is one of the key elements for understanding galaxy composition and evolution.

Instantaneous star formation in a given galaxy can be estimated through the measure

of a tracer related to the emission of young, massive, short-lived stars. However, it is

possible to identify star forming regions only in local galaxies due to the limited angu-

lar resolution of telescopes, while for distant galaxies we must rely on the total galaxy

emission. Moreover, most of the star formation tracers are affected by strong uncertain-

ties. A multiwavelength approach to the identification of star forming galaxies at high

redshift is therefore crucial to obtain a bias-free measure of the star formation rate. The

high star formation measured in these galaxies shows that they are not forming stars

quiescently as most of local galaxies, but in bursts probably due to interactions and

mergers, and not sustainable for all the galaxy life. This kind of objects becomes more

frequent in the past, and a major contributor to the total star formation at high redshift.

In order to evaluate a reliable star formation rate, my scientific work is mainly focused on

two bands not affected by absorption, the X-ray and radio bands. The X-ray emission

is mostly associated to the High-Mass X-ray binaries, promptly formed with the high

mass stellar population, while the radio emission is due to the synchrotron radiation

from supernova remnants and to the thermal bremsstrahlung emission from HII clouds

associated to star forming regions. However, these two observable have their own

observational complexities. X-ray emission can be contributed also by Low-Mass X-ray

Binaries, which is proportional to the integrated star formation history rather than the

instantaneous one, by the presence of hot gas and, most important, by the presence

of a central Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN). Radio emission can be contaminated as

well by the presence of a radio AGN. Disentangling the signature of star formation

from other contributions at high redshift, where it is not possible to identify star forming

1



Introduction 2

regions, is difficult. To address this issue we are using the deepest data available, in

one of the most observed region of the sky, the Chandra Deep Field South (CDFS).

The radio VLA survey of the Extended Chandra Deep Field South, along with the deep

and medium-deep X-ray coverage, allow me to explore the capability of tracing the past

star formation using the combination of the X-ray and radio data.

As a further step, the cosmological evolution of SF galaxies can be modelled thanks

to chemical evolution models. In order to reproduce the observed qualities, real data

must be used to constrain the parameters of models, where we assume galaxies form

by accretion of primordial gas, that produces new stars and later galactic winds. A

summary of the Thesis follows.

Outline

In Chapter 1 I describe the main emission mechanisms of galaxies. In particular I

introduce the tracers of star formation and the AGN emission, and how they concur to

the total luminosity in the bands I am going to analyse.

In Chapter 2 I describe the data analysis and calibration. In the E–CDFS area, I have

two sets of X–ray data obtained with Chandra. The most important is a 4 Ms exposure

observation, at present time the deepest X-ray survey of the sky. To ensure a uniform

data reduction, I follow the same procedure adopted in previous works using the most

recent release of Chandra calibration files. The 4 Ms main X-ray source catalog by Xue

et al. (2011) includes 740 X-ray sources and is used as the initial source input list. A

further X-ray data set is the shallower ∼ 250 ks coverage of the square region of 0.28

deg2 centered on the 4 Ms field. We applied the same data reduction procedure used

for the CDFS-4 Ms. The original catalog by Lehmer et al. (2005) contains 762 sources.

For radio data I consider the new VLA program which provides deep, high resolution 1.4

GHz imaging across the full E–CDFS, consisting of a six-pointing mosaic of 240 h. The

image covers a region of 34’.1 × 34’.1 of the full E–CDFS. Here we use two catalogs:

a very deep one including all the sources with S/N > 4 (1571 sources) is used when

cross matching with X-ray detections. A more conservative catalog at S/N > 5 is used

to investigate the properties of radio sources without X-ray counterparts. This catalog

includes 940 sources.

Finally I make use of the spectroscopic surveys and optical identification of radio sources

(Bonzini et al. 2012) to obtain spectroscopic or photometric redshifts for the majority of

our radio and X-ray sources.



Introduction 3

I combine the X-ray and radio information for our sources by cross-correlating the radio

catalog at S/N > 4 with the X-ray catalogs. Therefore, I proceed with a refinement of

the X-ray–radio cross correlation through a simple visual inspection of the optical im-

ages (mostly observed by HST and WFI) for all the candidate counterparts. I divide the

sample in three groups: radio sources with X-ray counterparts, radio sources without

X-ray counterparts (radio-only) and X-ray sources without radio counterparts (X-only).

Since my goal is to identify sources powered by star formation in the radio and X-ray

bands, a full spectral analysis of the identified X-ray counterparts of the VLA sources,

supported by optical measure of the redshift for the majority of them, allows me to char-

acterize their X-ray properties. The spectral model adopted is an absorbed powerlaw

with an Fe emission line.

In Chapter 3 I perform the identification of the sources whose emission is dominated

by star formation. This is done through many criteria based both on radio and X-ray

emission: X-ray luminosity in hard band, intrinsic absorption, Fe emission line, timing

variability, X-ray to optical ratio, radio power, radio slope and morphology. After having

identified the sources dominated by emission associated to star forming processes, I

evaluate the radio-X-ray correlation, estimate the instantaneous star formation rate for

all of them and study the population of the sample.

In Chapter 4 I describe the chemical evolution models. The second part of my Thesis

is devoted to the theoretical modelling of starburst-like galaxies making use of chemical

evolution models. The model consists of a one-zone model where the galaxy is formed

by infall of primordial gas (no metals). The gas forms stars, which in turn pollute the

interstellar medium (ISM) with newly created elements. Supernovae (SNe) release part

of their energy in the ISM and winds develop expelling mostly metals. Four parameters

play a fundamental role in the model: the infall mass, the star formation efficiency (ν),

the number of bursts and the wind efficiency (λ). Moreover, we examine the effects

of changing the initial mass function (IMF). Therefore, I constrain the models with the

observed data, and compare them with the star formation rate, supernova rate and

metallicity observed in local galaxies (M82) and high redshift galaxies.

In Chapter 5 I summarise the results of the Thesis.

Luminosities are computed using the 7 years WMAP cosmology (ΩΛ = 0.73, Ωm = 0.27,

and H0 = 70.4 km s−1 Mpc−1, see Komatsu et al. 2011).



Chapter 1

Star Formation and Nuclear
Activity

The understanding of when and how galaxies formed is one of the most difficult and rel-

evant issues in astrophysics. It is therefore important to comprehend the key elements

of the evolutionary history of galaxies and the physical processes which led to the com-

plexity of the Universe as we see it now, with galaxies of different morphologies, ages

and chemical compositions. The wide ranges in stellar content and star formation ac-

tivity present in the locally observed Hubble sequence are vital clues for understanding

galaxy evolution, where many physical processes, from mergers to shocks, from accre-

tion to winds, play an important role. There are two main components of a galaxy that

can dominate its emission along all the spectrum and that I will discuss here in more

detail: star formation and nuclear activity. In this Thesis I explore these components

in two bands, radio and X-ray, not absorbed by dust. In fact, even if they should not

behave as good calorimeter of the ongoing star formation, they can be used as tracers

of star formation or, alternatively, to find hints of nuclear activity. I test the goodness

of these SF indicators and their correlation, by selecting a sample of galaxies powered

mainly by star forming processes, i.e. whose emission is not dominated by the active

galactic nucleus often present in the center of a galaxy.

Stellar content and star formation (SF) of a galaxy are one of the most recognizable

features of galaxies, and they provide a key probes of the evolutionary histories of

galaxies. All galaxies experienced stellar formation at a certain point of their evolution

and the star population age has been a popular classification scheme since its introduc-

tion by Hubble in 1926. In this scheme spiral and irregular galaxies have the youngest

stellar populations and a still active star formation, while elliptical galaxies have old and

red stars. Direct or indirect signatures of SF are present at all wavelengths, depending

4



Chapter 1. Star Formation and Nuclear Activity 5

on stellar age and gas content (SF tracers will be discussed in §1.1.1 ). Most of local

galaxies present a quiescent star formation, when its not due to shocking processes like

mergers, but a small fraction, called starburst galaxies (SBG), are characterized by SF

that is out of balance with the available resources and cannot be sustained for a signifi-

cant fraction of the Hubble time. Their importance as stellar and luminosity contributors

seems to increase with redshift. However, even with the most advanced telescopes, it

is not possible to resolve individual stars in any but the closest galaxies, so we have to

rely on integrated light measurements in order to trace young stellar populations.

A galaxy is defined as an active galactic nucleus (AGN) when most of its luminos-

ity comes from the very bright and small central region of the galaxy. Its emission

usually overshines the rest of the galaxy over all the electromagnetic spectrum, from

radio to gamma rays, reaches luminosities of the order 1040 - 1047 erg s−1 and can-

not be explained in terms of stars alone. Thus it have to be a laboratory for extreme

and complex physical processes. The widely accepted structure of an AGN is a cen-

tral super-massive black hole that produces a strong gravitational potential well where

extreme physics takes place. Matter is pulled toward the black hole and loses angu-

lar momentum through viscous or turbulent processes creating an accretion disk and

emitting over the high energy of the spectrum. In addition, part of the matter can be

accelerated perpendicularly to the plane of the accretion disk and can create powerful

jets that strongly affect the host galaxy.

The total luminosity can, therefore, be produced by different physical processes that are

difficult to disentangle. The SF activity has been found to relate with the galaxy stellar

mass and the environment (e.g, Daddi et al. 2007; Elbaz et al. 2007). Local observa-

tions led to the suggestion that most galaxies host a SMBH with mass 106 - 109 M⊙ in

their bulge (e.g., Magorrian et al. 1998, Ferrarese & Merritt 2000, Gebhardt et al. 2000

and references therein), and that in the past they went through a phase of nuclear activ-

ity. A link between the accreting SMBH and the host galaxy star formation can therefore

exist. However, it is still unclear how SMBH have grown, and whether they co-evolved

with their hosts. The most luminous QSO (quasi-stellar objects, or quasars, are very

luminous and high redshift AGN), accreting at the highest Eddington ratios, are able to

release a huge amount of energy directly into the environment (the so-called AGN feed-

back), and also in inefficient accretion regimes the relativistic jets inject energy into the

interstellar and intergalactic medium, influencing their immediate surroundings, includ-

ing the distribution of circum-nuclear gas and dust. This energy transferred to the gas

reduces the rate at which gas cools and forms stars, and the rate of accretion onto the

central black hole as well. On the other hand various mechanisms have been proposed

for triggering star formation while fuelling the AGN, including galaxy mergers, jets collid-

ing with clouds and gravitational instabilities induced by spiral arms. Disentangling SF
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FIG. 1.1: The 1.4 GHz (20 cm) source count, normalized to the Euclidean count, in
deep radio surveys by Kellermann et al. (2008).

from AGN activity becomes necessary to investigate the interplay between the SMBH

and the host galaxy. Since both processes can concur to the bolometric luminosity of

an extragalactic object, a spectral analysis is always necessary. The separation has

been explored by identifying spectral signatures typical of starburst activity (e.g. in the

optical and ultraviolet (UV) bands) or the components of AGN spectra. Here I will study

this problem in the radio and X-ray bands.

In this picture falls the problem of identifying the source population contributing to the

sub-mJy emission. The 1.4GHz (radio) counts of deep surveys, including the CDFS

survey, agree that a flattening, close to the Euclidean slope, of the normalized differ-

ential count is present below about 300 µJy, whereas above 500 µJy there is a steep

convergence. In Figure 1.1 the CDFS count is plotted along with the results from other

deep surveys of comparable sensitivity (Kellermann et al., 2008). In the radio source

count we can distinguish three regions. The rise, with respect to a Euclidean count,

in radio population with flux densities greater than 1 Jy is dominated by AGN driven

emission, where luminous quasars and radio galaxies show a strong evolution. From

∼1 Jy to a few mJy there is a drop-off in counts. Even if quasars still dominate this flux

density region there is a redshift cutoff above z=3 in the density of these luminous radio

galaxies. Below about 300 µJy a flattening of the normalized count is observed in many

deep survey observations and is supposed to be produced by a separate population of

objects which starts to become dominant in the sub-mJy count where the presence of

quasars and luminous galaxies above redshift 5 fades. This population appears to be

due to emission from a mixture of star forming regions and low luminosity AGN. How-

ever, the exact proportions in the mix of star forming galaxies (SFG) and AGN, and
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their dependence on time, is still not well determined. Gruppioni et al. (2003), by using

15-µm Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) and 1.4 GHz data, find that IR emitting star-

burst galaxies are responsible for more than 60% of the observed radio counts at flux

densities < 50 µJy. Huynh et al. (2005), by fitting radio number counts of the Hubble

Deep Field South with evolutionary starburst models, find that SFG exceeds 50% of

the total already at 0.25 mJy. Padovani et al. (2009), and later Padovani et al. (2011),

investigate the radio population of the CDFS. They conclude that SFG and AGN make

up an equal part of the sub-mJy, with SFG becoming dominant below ∼0.1 mJy. The

sub-mJy population accounts a 30% of radio-quiet AGN (60% of the total AGN com-

ponent). Moreover, below 0.1 mJy the radio-loud AGN are outnumbered by radio-quiet

AGN

A meticulous multiwavelength investigation of the sub-mJy radio population is therefore

necessary to better understand the relation between star formation and massive black

hole and their evolution.

1.1 Star Forming Galaxies

Star formation is one of the most recognizable features and one of the main engine

powering the light emission of galaxies. The variation in stellar content and star forma-

tion activity led Hubble (1926) to introduce its classification (Figure 1.2). In this picture

the galaxies are disposed according to their morphology, where elliptical galaxies, clas-

sified by their axis ratio from E0 to E7, are divided from spiral galaxies, classified by

the presence of a bar and by the bulge dominance. But this picture encompass also

other properties such as gas and stellar content, mass, bar structure and dynamical

environment. Early-type elliptical galaxies are characterized by an old and red star

population, whereas late-type spiral galaxy emission is dominated by young and blue

stars. Between ellipticals and spirals, in the fork of the Hubble sequence, the lenticu-

lar galaxies (S0) show a flat shape with a prominent bulge. Galaxies that cannot be

place in the diagram are classified as irregular galaxies, characterized by smaller mass

and a young stellar population. Systematic investigations of the young stellar con-

tent of galaxies led to other classifications (e.g., de Vaucouleurs 1959; Morgan 1959,

Sandage 1975), even if the Hubble sequence is still widely used. To better understand

this picture a precise diagnostics of SFR in galaxies is necessary. The first quantitative

SFRs were derived from evolutionary synthesis models of galaxy colors (Tinsley, 1968,

1972), Searle et al. 1973, confirming the trends in SFR along the Hubble sequence

and its evolution with cosmic time. In the following decades the number of more pre-

cise diagnostics grew with the development of models of blue galaxies (e.g., Huchra
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FIG. 1.2: Hubble sequence.

1977) and direct measurements of SFR, including integrated emission lines, near UV

continuum and IR continuum.

A new boost in the SFR studies arised with the discovery of a large population of ul-

traluminous infrared starburst galaxies (ULIRG) by the Infrared Astronomical Satellite

(IRAS) in the 1980s. Starburst galaxies are objects that possess a SFR so high that it

cannot be sustainable over the Hubble time. They are a significant component of the

present Universe, providing roughly 10% of the radiant energy production and about

20% of the high mass star formation (e.g., Heckman et al. 1998, Brinchmann et al.

2004). They influence the galaxy evolution, eventually fuelling the central black hole,

and the surrounding due to the strong radiation. Their presence seems to increase at

high redshift and, applying the locally calibrated SFR diagnostics to distant galaxies, let

a direct tracking of the SFR evolution with cosmological time.

1.1.1 Star Formation Indicators

In order to trace the SFR and its evolution, a number if SFR indicators were developed

based on the emission and the spectral properties typical of star forming galaxies and

the regions where young and massive stars form. An extensive review of SFR tracers

have been compiled by Kennicutt (1998).

• Synthesis Modelling: Spectral synthesis modelling is at the basis of several meth-

ods of SFR measurements. Observing galaxy spectra along the Hubble sequence

shows a gradual change in the spectral shape, which is mainly dictated by the
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ratio of early to late-type stars. In fact the dominant contributors at visible wave-

lengths are main sequence stars and giants. Therefore, the integrates colors and

spectra fall on a relatively tight sequence, with the spectrum of normal galaxies

driven by the ratio of young (< 1 Gyr) to old (3−15 Gyr) stars. The observed col-

ors can be used to estimate the fraction of young stars and the recent SFR over

the past 108-109 years, However, the assumed linear scaling between the SFR

and the continuum integrated luminosity is a valid approximation only in starburst,

where young stars dominate the integrated light, and needs to be calibrated us-

ing evolutionary synthesis models. Optical luminosities and colors are modelled

using stellar evolution tracks and atmosphere models, assuming an initial mass

function (Searle et al. 1973, Larson & Tinsley 1978, Charlot & Bruzual 1991).

Synthesis models have been compiled by several authors (e.g., Leitherer et al.

1996). However, the estimate of SFR obtained in this way is relatively imprecise.

SFR/LU ratio varies more than an order of magnitude in relevant range of galaxy

colors. Moreover, there are two major sources of uncertainties. One is due to

errors associated with the extinction correction. The other one is due to uncer-

tainties in the modelling, namely the shape of the IMF and the age-metallicity

degeneracy.

• Ultraviolet continuum: the best estimates of the immediate SFR can theoretically

be derived by observations at wavelengths where the integrated spectrum is dom-

inated by young and massive stars. At the high end of the IMF the SFR scales

linearly with the measured luminosity. The optimal wavelength range is 1250

2500 Å, inaccessible from the ground from local galaxies (z < 0.5), but not in the

redshifted spectra of high redshift galaxies at z > 1, where the HST can operates.

The conversion between the UV flux and the SFR can be derived using calibration

from the synthesis models and assuming the SFR constant over timescales that

are long compared to the lifetimes of the UV emitting population (<108 yr). Using

the calibration of Madau et al. (1998) and assuming a Salpeter IMF with mass

limits 0.1 and 100 M⊙, Kennicutt (1998) obtains:

SFR(M⊙yr
−1) = 1.4× 10−28Lν(ergs

−1Hz−1) (1.1)

This tracer has the advantage of being directly tied to the photospheric emission

of the young stellar population. Therefore, it is one of the most used and powerful

tool in the SFR measurement. It is obviously sensitive to the chosen IMF and

potentially affected by extinction, that needs to be corrected (Buat, 1992). When-

ever a significant dust component is present, the light emitted in the ultraviolet

and optical bands by young stars is absorbed by interstellar dust and re-emitted

in the far-infrared (FIR). Therefore, the UV observations must be complemented
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or corrected with the FIR luminosity to measure the instantaneous SFR. However,

the efficient use of FIR luminosity as a SFR tracer depends on the contribution

of young stars UV emission to the heating of the dust, and on the optical depth

of the dust. This contribution is generally difficult to estimate (Calzetti & Kinney

1992, Buat & Xu 1996).

• Recombination Lines: another important direct tracer of star formation is nebular

emission lines, mainly the Hα line, which re-emit the integrated stellar luminosity

of the young and massive population (stars with masses >10 M⊙ and lifetimes

<20 Myr, that contribute significantly to the integrated ionizing flux; i.e., OB stars

which are usually surrounded by H II regions (Kennicutt, 1983)). Again the con-

version factor between ionizing flux and the SFR can be computed using an evolu-

tionary synthesis model. For a Salpeter IMF (0.1-100 M⊙) and with the calibration

of Kennicutt et al. (1994):

SFR(M⊙yr
−1) = 7.9× 10−42L(Hα)(ergs

−1) (1.2)

This method is very precise for massive SFR, but we must assume that all SF is

traced by ionized gas. Since it depends on >10 M⊙ stars it is sensitive to the IMF,

i.e. a Scalo IMF produces SFR ∼3 times higher. The extinction which affects the

Hα observed fluxes must be corrected. The possible contamination by nonther-

mal optical nuclear emission, which is difficult to disentangle from emission solely

due to star formation, adds an additional uncertainty.

• Forbidden Lines: forbidden lines can provide a valid alternative to Hα whenever

the latter is too much redshifted out of the visible window(z > 0.5). The strongest

emission feature in the blue is the [OII] λ3723 line doublet. Even if not directly

coupled with the ionizing luminosity, it can be calibrated empirically as a star for-

mation tracer (Gallagher et al., 1989; Kennicutt, 1992), but is less precise than

Hα:

SFR(M⊙yr
−1 = (1.4± 0.4)× 10−41L[OII](ergs−1) (1.3)

The excitation of [OII] is especially high in the diffuse ionized gas in starburst

galaxies, but it is affected by extinction.

• Far Infrared Continuum: as we discussed earlier a significant fraction of the lumi-

nosity of a galaxy is absorbed by interstellar dust and re-emitted in the thermal IR,

at wavelengths in the range 10300 µm. The absorption cross section of the dust

is peaked in the ultraviolet, so in principle the FIR emission traces the young stel-

lar population and SFR. However it depends on the contribution of young stars to

heating of the dust and on the optical depth of the dust in the star forming regions.
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In the optimal case of a uniform high opacity irradiated by a dominating blue star

population, the FIR luminosity is a calorimetric measure of the SFR and a per-

fect tracer. This situation is common in dense starbursts in IR luminous galaxies,

but in normal galaxies the situation is more complex. Therefore, calibrations are

usually obtained for starbursts only. Adopting a Salpeter IMF and calibration by

Leitherer & Heckman (1995), Kennicutt (1998) obtains:

SFR(M⊙yr
−1) = 4.5× 10−44LFIR(ergs

−1) (1.4)

In addition to be sensitive to IMF, it must be stressed that this calibration can be

applied only to starburst galaxies.

• Radio emission: since great efforts must be made in order to overcome the dis-

advantages which affect many tracers, mainly extinction, alternative and indepen-

dent ways, unaffected by dust, to explore the star formation history developed.

The SF related emission at radio frequencies is associated with non-thermal pro-

cesses predominantly due to synchrotron radiation from supernova explosions,

with a radio slope of ∼-0.8, and thermal bremsstrahlung from HII regions, with

a radio slope of ∼-0.1. The light re-emitted by dust become dominant above

200GHz (see Figure 1.3), and set a clear separation between radio and infrared

emission. Relations between the SFR and radio luminosity have been explored

by many authors (e.g., Condon 1992, Yun et al. 2001, Bell 2003, Schmitt et al.

2006, Lehmer et al. 2010). For example, using a Salpeter IMF Bell 2003 finds:

SFR(M⊙yr
−1) = 5.52× 10−22L1.4GHz(WHz−1) (1.5)

The radio continuum is sensitive to the number of the most massive stars and

provide a direct measure of the instantaneous (∼108 years) SF above a certain

mass. In fact only stars more massive than M ∼ 8 M⊙ produce Type II and Type

Ib supernovae, whose remnants are able to accelerate the relativistic electrons

producing synchrotron radiation, and ionize the HII regions. We also remind that

a very tight correlation is observed between the radio and IR emission in SF

galaxies at low (see Bell 2003) and high redshift (Mao et al., 2011).

• X-ray emission: SF related X–ray emission is instead due to High and Low Mass

X-ray Binaries (HMXB and LMXB), young supernova remnants, and hot plasma

associated with star-forming regions (e.g., Fabbiano 1989, 2006; Fabbiano et al.

1994). LMXB and HMXB mainly differ in the mass of the accreting neutron

star companion, or black hole, and have very different evolutionary time-scales.

Hence, only short-living HMXBs, whose evolutionary time scale does not exceed

≈ 107 yrs, can be used as a tracer for the instantaneous star formation activity in
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FIG. 1.3: Radio-FIR spectrum of M82 (Klein et al. 1988, Carlstrom & Kronberg 1991).
Dashed line: free-free thermal emission from the HII regions. Dot-dashed line: non-
thermal synchrotron emission. Dotted line: black body emission from the dust. The
continuous line is the sum of the previous three components. Picture from Condon
(1992)

the host galaxy, while LMXBs are connected to the past star formation and the

total stellar content (Grimm et al., 2003). In the soft band (0.5−2 keV) the X–ray

binary emission can be confused with thermal emission from the surrounding hot

gas not directly related to SF, but rather associated to the gravitationally-heated

gas residing in the host galaxy halo. In the hard band (2-10 keV), where the dust

is almost transparent to the X-rays, the SF related emission is dominated by X-ray

binaries and therefore is a more robust SF indicator.

• Gamma: since the first observations of gamma ray bursts (GRBs) in 1997, it

was clear that they could be an useful tool to explore the high redshift universe.

With the progress of the study of GRBs it was found that they are associated to

the most distant objects, and multiwavelength observations have confirmed that

a significant fraction of long-duration GRBs are associated with the collapse of

short-lived massive (∼30 M⊙) stars (Hogg & Fruchter 1999, Bloom et al. 2001).

GRB rate can therefore be consider proportional to SFR and used as an indicator

(Sokolov, 2011), supplying a direct information on star formation when the uni-

verse was only a few hundred million years old. They are not however unbiased
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tracer of SFR (e.g., Kistler et al. 2008). We observe only the bright end of the

galaxy luminosity function, because of the flux limit of surveys, and must correct

for the faint end, where most of the star formation is supposed to occur and where

the GRBs could be more ideal tracers.

1.1.2 Correlations

In general, X-ray emission is considered a good estimator of SFR also thanks to the

observed correlations. For example, Fabbiano & Trinchieri (1984) first investigated the

relationship between X–ray and radio/optical luminosities in a nearby sample of spiral

galaxies. The most studied correlation is between X-ray and radio luminosity. Several

works established a clear X-ray/radio correlation for star forming galaxies (Bauer et al.

2002, Ranalli et al. 2003, Grimm et al. 2003, Gilfanov 2004). In particular Ranalli

et al. (2003) studied the local correlation between soft/hard X–ray and radio/infrared

luminosities. Using the relations found by Condon (1992) and Kennicutt (1998) relating

SFR to radio and infrared emission, they calibrated the X–ray soft and hard luminosities

as SFR indicators. More recently Persic & Rephaeli (2007) analysed the correlation

between FIR estimated SFR and the collective emission of X-ray point sources in a local

sample of star forming galaxies (SFG), finding similar results to Ranalli et al. (2003)

regarding the calibration between the SFR and the hard X-ray luminosity, assuming that

the X-ray emission is dominated by HMXBs. Grimm et al. (2003) studied the relation

between star formation and the population of high-mass X–ray binaries in nearby star

forming galaxies. They found that the X-ray luminosity is directly proportional to SFR at

sufficiently high values of star formation rate, while at lower value the relation becomes

non-linear.

At high redshift, the existence of a X-ray/radio correlation for star forming galaxies is

more uncertain. Bauer et al. (2002) investigated high redshift the X-ray radio luminosity

correlation on the basis of 20 Emission Line Galaxies identified in the Chandra Deep

Field North (CDFN), finding a linear relation in agreement with local estimates and

concluding that the X-ray emission can be used as a SFR indicator also at high z. On

the contrary, Barger et al. (2007) argue against the existence of such a correlation on

the basis of the VLA radio and 2 Ms X-ray data in the CDFN for a spectroscopically

identified sample of star forming galaxies.

One of the tightest correlation, however, is the one between the radio and FIR luminos-

ity in galaxies. It holds over five orders of magnitude (Price & Duric, 1992) and its slope

is near unity (e.g., L1.4GHz = L0.99±0.01
60µm by Yun et al. 2001). Some studies evidenced a
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possible non linearity of this relation separating the radio emission into its two compo-

nents, the free-free and synchrotron emission, and finding an higher slope between the

FIR and synchrotron (e.g., Price & Duric 1992). Bell (2003) analyses a sample of galax-

ies and find that IR traces only a small portion of SF in faint galaxies. If radio emission

were a perfect SF rate indicator there should be a curvature in the radio-IR correla-

tion, while it remains linear. Then the radio emission from low-luminosity galaxies is

suppressed too. This ’conspiracy’ in the radio-IR is still debated.

At the same time also the relation between radio and X-ray luminosity, that act like

calorimeters as the IR emission from the dust, needs to be still completely understood.

Each correlation is important to understand the true nature of galaxy emission and to

explore the physical mechanisms behind the star formation tracers. With these tools

we are able to trace the SFR up to highest redshift using the most suitable tracer.

1.1.3 The Cosmic Star Formation Rate

With the improvement of SFR measurement it was possible for the first time to trace the

evolution of SFR in cosmic time. The cosmic star formation rate (CSFR) is define as

the measured cumulative SFR present in a unitary comoving volume of the Universe

and it is measured in M⊙ yr−1 Mpc−3. At high redshift it is hard to separate morpholog-

ically the galaxies producing stars, but it is possible trace their SF. The first to compile

the evolution of the cosmic SF was Madau et al. (1998) from an imaging survey in

the Hubble Deep Field (HDF), and this kind of representation took the name of Madau

plot. CSFR density is usually computed from dust corrected luminosities which are

expected to be more directly correlated with SFR. Then, luminosity functions (LF) are

constructed and integrated to obtain the luminosity densities (LD). Finally the LD are

converted in SFR using conversion factors. This process presents many uncertainties,

such as the faint end slope of the LD, the conversion factor and the dust obscuration

(Kobayashi et al., 2012). Madau et al. (1998) data show an increment of SFR up to

redshift ∼1.5 in the range of 0.12-0.17 M⊙ yr−1 Mpc−3, followed by slow decrease at

higher redshift. In the last decade many studies were presented on cosmic star forma-

tion history (CSFH), with new deeper data. As they add high redshift measurements it

becomes clear that the global comoving space density of galaxy SFR increases by an

order of magnitude from z = 0 to z ≈ 1. The behaviour at higher redshift is less clear

and evolves with the newest data. The peak of the plot moves toward higher redshift,

with a decrease only after z∼2-3 (e.g., Hopkins & Beacom 2006). Even if the data

come from heterogeneous surveys, they are consistent over the entire range of red-

shift, within measurement uncertainties, and can be used to constrain the SFR density

within a factor three. Last measured CSFH was done from GRB counts and extends
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FIG. 1.4: The cosmic star formation history from Kistler et al. (2009). The light circles
are the data collected by Hopkins & Beacom (2006). The highlighted point are from
Lyα Emitters, Lyman-break galaxies and GRBs.

up to z∼8 (Kistler et al., 2009). As shown in Figure 1.4 it does not have any significant

decrease at high redshift, in contrast with the CSFR with other tracers, even if GRB

data present high uncertainties. The computation of the CSFR can be used as a robust

constraint on various simulations and semianalytic models of galaxy evolution (e.g., on

the shape of the adopted universal IMF). Moreover, SF history data can help to break

the degeneracy between luminosity and density evolution (e.g., Hopkins 2004).

1.2 Active Galactic Nuclei

In the last decades we witnessed an increased interest in the study of in the study of

black holes. This is caused by the importance held by these objects in many physical

fields. First of all they can be used to test theories of gravitation in General Relativity

due to their strong field. Secondly, the physics processes that originate in the black

holes deep potential well, from accretion flows to relativistic jets, offer the opportunity of

studying complex astrophysical problems involving relativistic magnetohydrodynamics

and radiative effects. Finally, black holes play an important role in galactic and cosmo-

logical context, affecting the formation and the evolution of the structures in local and

far Universe, from galaxies to groups and clusters.
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FIG. 1.5: Local black hole mass distribution by Merloni & Heinz (2012).

In fact, depending on their size, black holes can be divided in two groups, as shown

the strong bi-modality observed in the distribution of local black hole mass function

(Figure 1.5, from Merloni & Heinz 2012). The left peak is the product of stellar evolution

and of the physical processes that make supernovae and gamma-ray bursts explode.

Their mean mass is equal to 5 solar masses and, with a density of about 1.1 × 107

M⊙ Mpc−3, they contribute of 7 × 10−5 times the critical density of the universe. The

right peak instead is the distribution of the evolution of cosmological accretion in the

nuclei of galaxies of super massive black holes. The study of black hole demography

has been made possible by the discovery of tight scaling relations between the central

black hole mass and the properties of their host galaxy (velocity dispersion σ∗, stellar

mass M∗, luminosity, etc.). In particular observations of nearby galaxies revealed a

strong correlation between the mass of the central dark object M• and the velocity

dispersion σ of the host galaxy, in the form log(M•/M⊙) = α + β log(σ/σ0), where β is

the slope measured in the range 3.75-5. This relation was expected since the 1990s.

In fact, the magnitude of the bulge that hosts the SMBH is correlated to the velocity

dispersion through the Faber-Jackson relation1. The correlation between M• and σ is

therefore derived through the M• - L relation. The first works, however, showed a large

intrinsic scatter in the relation, equivalent to the M• - L relation, meaning there was

no advantage in its use. Only later it was understood the part of the scatter was a

consequence of sample selections (Ferrarese & Merritt, 2000; Gebhardt et al., 2000)
1The FaberJackson relation is a power-law relation between the luminosity L and the central stellar

velocity dispersion σ of elliptical galaxies, empirically formulated in the mathematical form L ∝ σγ , with γ
∼ 4, and theoretically explained as the projection of the fundamental plane of elliptical galaxies.
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FIG. 1.6: Relation between black hole mass and velocity dispersion measured by
Gültekin et al. (2009) for galaxies with dynamical measurements. The symbol indicates
the method of BH mass measurement.

and more tight relations were obtained, that permit to measure the black hole with a

30% uncertainty (Figure 1.6, Tremaine et al. 2002, Ferrarese & Ford 2005, Gültekin

et al. 2009).

Despite this strong relation with the host galaxy, it still constitutes a major challenge

understanding how these SMBH have grown, and if they followed the mass assem-

bly history of their host galaxies. The most spectacular property of AGN is the high

luminosity produced in a very concentrated volume, through physical processes other

than the nuclear fusion by stars. The only process able to generate such a high and

highly concentrated power, observed particularly in its more drastic form in quasars,

is the release of gravitational energy from an infalling body of mass m onto an ex-

tremely compact object M . The maximum energy the can be generated in this process

is E = GMm/5Rg = 0.1mc2, where Rg = 2GM/c2 ∼ 3 × 1013(M/108M⊙) cm is the

Schwarzschild radius (e.g., Shankar 2009). Therefore gravitational processes release

a significant fraction of the restmass energy, orders of magnitude more efficiently than

the energy release from stellar nuclear reactions. For example, a quasar with a mass of

108M⊙ confined within a region of size ≤ 1015 cm (e.g., Edelson et al. 1996) is able to

generate a luminosity of L = 1046 erg s1. Hence at present the structure of AGN is ap-

proximatively known, but much of the detailed physics is hidden from view because of

their strongly anisotropic radiation patterns, with the result that we have a wide variety

in the observed properties.
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FIG. 1.7: Schematic representation of the broadband continuum spectral energy dis-
tribution seen in the different types of AGNs (Koratkar & Blaes, 1999).

1.2.1 Emission from AGN

The unique conditions characterizing the structure of an AGN produce, as we saw, a

great variety of physical processes and as many features in an AGN spectrum. The

overall broadband AGN continuum (Figure 1.7) is relatively flat compared to a normal

galaxy, and extends over nearly seven orders of magnitude in frequency.

• Radio: relativistic electrons emitted by the plasma of the jets generate a radio

spectrum by synchrotron radiation in the form of a power law. As discussed

above the emission can be concentrated in small relativistic jets or come from

extended features such as lobes and hot spots which may extend up to Mega-

parsecs from the parent galaxy. A second radio component is directly associated

with the energy generation and collimation near the central engine of the AGN,

where relativistic electrons produce synchrotron radiation in magnetic fields of the

order of ∼10−5 Gauss. Around 10% of AGN are strong sources of radio emission.

• Infrared: whenever the SMBH and the accretion disk are obscured by the torus,

their light is reprocessed by the dust in infrared thermal emission (Sanders et al.,

1989) with temperature from 10 K up to 1800 K, the finite sublimation temperature

of dust. The broad infrared bump extends from ∼100 to ∼1 µm, while the torus is

mostly transparent in the far-infrared (Pier & Krolik, 1993).
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• Optical continuum: an optical continuum originates in the nuclear region and

is visible if not obscured by the torus. The accretion disk, formed by optically

thick and thermal plasma, converts a significant fraction of gravitational energy

into heat, magnetic fields, and outflowing kinetic energy, causing a quasi-thermal

emission from its surface. This is the mechanism behind the bulk of the Big Blue

Bump (BBB) continuum in AGN, a component in the SED that extends from the

near IR at 1 µm to past 1000 Åin the UV, and in some cases to the soft X-ray

region. Unfortunately, a substantial part of the electro-magnetic spectrum of the

BBB (13.6 eV - 0.2 keV) is not observable, because it is hidden by Galactic ab-

sorption. Jets can also contribute in the optical band.

• Broad optical emission lines: the matter falling and revolving at high speeds (103-

104 km s−1) around the black hole produces the broad optical emission lines. The

lines are emitted, most likely through photoionization, by heavy ionized gas with

temperature of T ∼ 105-106 K and large column density, and are broad because

the light is Doppler shifted. If on the line of sight, the torus obscures this emission.

• Narrow optical emission lines: these lines come from material moving slower

(∼100 km s−1) external to the torus.

• X-ray emission: the X-ray spectrum is characterized by a power law continuum

with energy spectral index ∼-0.9, presumably due to thermal Comptonization (i.e.

multiple inverse Compton scattering by hot thermal electrons, Zdziarski et al.

1994) of optical and UV photons by hot electrons in the corona above the disk. In

the soft X-ray region some objects show an excess compared to the simple ex-

trapolation from the observed hard X-ray power law continuum (Turner & Pounds

1989, Masnou et al. 1992, Singh et al. 1985). This additional emission is inter-

preted as the high-energy continuation of the BBB. In the hard X-ray region, su-

perposed on the power law, there are an Fe Kα emission line at 6.4 keV, present

in most Seyfert I galaxies, and a Compton reflection hump above 10 keV (Fabian

et al., 2000). The Fe Kα emission line is due to fluorescence in the X-ray illu-

minated disk, where fluorescence is the radiation emitted by an atom after pho-

toionization. X-rays (>7.1 keV) create a vacancy in the inner shells, leaving the

ionized atom in an excited state. The atom reduces its energy through a radiative

transition from L shell to K shell and emits a 6.4 keV photon. This photon can

leave the atom (33% of probability) or is re-absorbed by an electron in an outer

shell and ejected later (66% of probability), through the Auger effect. The Fe Kα

line is usually very broad, redshifted and with an EW∼50-350 eV. It is perhaps

the best evidence of the accretion disk in the innermost regions of the central

engine of AGN (Tanaka et al., 1995). The shape of the line is strongly affected
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by the dynamics of the black hole accretion (e.g., a Schwarzchild or a spinning

Kerr black hole), and is characterized by a double peak due to Doppler redshift

and by an additional width due to gravitational redshift. The reflection hump is a

broad emission, starting at ∼10 keV with a flattening of the spectrum and peak-

ing at ∼30 keV, caused by Compton scattering of hard X-rays (Reynolds, 1998).

Both the reflection hump and the hard X-ray power law extend up to high energies

before cutting off at around several hundred keV (Gondek et al., 1996).

• Gamma rays emission: gamma rays have been observed above 100 MeV in many

AGN by the EGRET. Inverse Compton scattering of photons in the jets is the most

popular scenario for the creation of gamma rays (e.g., Bednarek & Protheroe

1997, Atoyan & Dermer 2004). The origin that this emission shares with radio

emission led to think of a connection between radio and gamma rays luminosity

and partial correlation has been observed in many studies (e.g., Giroletti et al.

2010).

1.2.2 AGN classification

The classification of AGN is quite complex and reflects the variety of properties ob-

served in these objects. AGN were discovered and classified separately at different

wavelengths as technological instruments advanced. The first systematic study of a

class of AGN was performed by Seyfert (1943) on the nuclear regions of six unusual

spiral galaxies. Their optical spectra led to the still used Seyfert classification based on

the presence (Seyfert 1 galaxies, Sy1) or absence (Seyfert 2 galaxies, Sy2) of broad

permitted lines, emitted by ionized gas moving at high velocity, in addition to some nar-

row forbidden lines (Khachikian & Weedman, 1974). In particular Sy1 have lines of the

order of FWHM ∼ 10000 Km s−1, while in Sy2 all lines have velocity < 1000 Km s−1.

Most of Seyfert galaxies have spiral morphology. In the late 1950s first QSOs were

discovered as a result of the first radio surveys of the sky. Schmidt & Matthews (1964)

studied these objects and defined their properties (star-like objects identified with ra-

dio, large UV and optical flux, broad emission lines and large redshift). The discover

of such high redshift objects pushed AGN research, due to their connection with Gen-

eral Relativity and Cosmological studies. In early 1980s it became clear that most of

normal spiral galaxies shows minimal low ionization nuclear emission line regions (LIN-

ERs, Heckman 1980), even if it is still debated if this is an evidence of nuclear activity.

Parallel to the classification of radio-discovered AGN, an optical classification evolved.

Broad line radio galaxies (BLRG) are the radio-loud equivalent of Seyfert 1 galaxies,

and narrow line radio galaxies (NLRG) the radio-loud equivalent of Seyfert 2 galax-

ies, where radio loudness is defined by the ratio between radio (5 GHz) and optical
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FIG. 1.8: Radio-loud classification by Fanaroff & Riley (1974). FR I galaxies are dark
limb (left), while FR II galaxies are bright edge (right). In the figure are shown two
galaxies observed at 4.9 GHz from Bridle & Perley (1984).

(B-band) fluxes F5/FB & 10 (Kellermann et al. 1989, Padovani 1993, La Franca et al.

1994, della Ceca et al. 1994). Radio-loud AGN showing rapid optical variability are

called BL Lacertae Objects (BL Lac) and lack of emission or absorption lines. Finally,

Fanaroff & Riley (1974) developed a scheme to classify radio-loud AGN on the basis

of their extended radio structures. As shown in Figure 1.8 radio galaxies are classified

according to whether their extended radio structures are edge brightened or not. FR I

galaxies have bright symmetric jets near the center, whose intensity falls away from the

nucleus, and are on average less luminous. FR II galaxies instead have low luminosity,

often barely visible, radio jets, culminating in very extended lobes and bright hotspot.

A luminosity threshold setting the transition between the two types can be estimated at

L1.4GHz = 1032 erg s−1 Hz−1 (Bridle & Perley, 1984).

All these families of AGN can be divided in three broad types (see e.g., Urry & Padovani

1995), on the basis of their optical and ultraviolet spectra:

• Type 1 AGN have bright continua and broad emission lines from hot, high-velocity

gas. This emission originates in the most central part, deep in the gravitational

well caused by the SMBH. If radio-quiet, this kind of galaxies can be a Seyfert

I galaxy, if observed in local universe where the host galaxy can be resolved,

or a radio-quiet QSO if at high redshift. Radio-loud galaxies are BLRG at low

luminosity or radio-loud quasars at high luminosity;

• Type 2 AGN have weak continua, narrow emission lines and no broad lines. The

absence of evidence of high velocity gas emission is believed to be due to the

obscuration of a thick absorbing wall on the line of sight between the observer and

the inner part located near the SMBH. Radio-quiet AGN are classified as Seyfert
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2 galaxies. Radio-loud Type 2 AGN are the NLRG, that are as well divided in

the two morphological types identified by Fanaroff & Riley (1974): low luminosity

FRI, which have radio jets, and high luminosity FRII, whose jets are overshone by

well-defined lobes with prominent hot spots;

• BL Lac galaxies, which are radio-loud AGN that lack strong emission or absorp-

tion features (equivalent width limits Wλ < 5 Å), are classified separately and

referred in Urry & Padovani (1995) as Type 0 AGN;

LINER galaxies need still to be understood. Their emission can be due both to nuclear

activity or to starburst emission.

The classification is summarised in Table 1.1. Since each method used to classify an

object is related to different wavelength regions, it happens that an individual AGN can

have more than one classification. Moreover the classes are not completely discrete

and there can be a continuous transition of the properties from one category to another.

Classification can change with the improvement of instruments, e.g. with the detection

of weak broad lines in the AGN spectrum thanks to the increased sensibility. Finally,

even if the typical activity period of an AGN is quite long (107 - 108 yrs), so that we can

assume the classification static over observable time, some AGN are known to have

shown major luminosity and spectral changes on timescales of years to decades.

TAB. 1.1: AGN Classification.

Radio quiet Radio loud

Type 1
Radio quiet quasar (RQQ) Radio loud quasar (RLQ)
Seyfert 1 (Sy1) Broad line radio galaxies (BLRG)

Type 2 Seyfert 2 (Sy2)
Narrow line radio galaxies (NLRG)
- FR I
- FR II
BL Lacaerte (BL Lac)

A further classification of AGN is based on the X-ray properties, that we will extensively

use in our analysis. Most of AGN activity is characterized by obscuration. There are

two types of absorption. The first one is due to a warm ionized gas along the line of

sight, and can be observed at 0.7-0.8 keV as a blending of various absorption lines

(Crenshaw & Kraemer, 1999). The second one is the cold absorption. The cold and

neutral medium along the line of sight produces a photoelectric absorption cutoff in

the expected power law spectrum. An AGN is called ”Compton-thick” if the measured

column absorption NH > 1024 cm−2 and the X-ray radiation is completely absorbed at

energies <10 keV. If NH > 1025 cm−2 the X-ray radiation is totally absorbed at highest

energies too, at 10-100 keV (Matt et al. 1997, Matt et al. 2000). This type of sources

can still be observed through radiation scattered by the cold or warm medium (the cold
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and warm reflection, respectively). This component is 2 order of magnitude fainter than

the primary radiation, and is hard to observe at high redshift. However, Compton-thick

sources often show the presence of a prominent Fe Kα line, whereas in Compton-thin

sources the iron line is diluted by the primary radiation. Studies on Compton-thick AGN

revealed the Seyfert 1 have generally no or low absorption (NH ∼ 1022 cm−2), while

Seyfert 2 tend to be heavily absorbed (NH > 1023 cm−2) (Maiolino & Risaliti, 2007).

1.2.3 Unified model

The attempt of tracing the physics behind such a complex behaviour pattern was born

separately with the development of radio and optical observations and eventually it

converged towards the end of the 1980s. The radio branch was stimulated by the

development of very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) in the 1970s that allowed to

resolve the inner jets of radio-loud quasars at milliarcsecond resolution. Some compo-

nents of the innermost jets were expelled outwards relative to the stationary cores with

a measured superluminal velocity. This apparently superluminal motion was an optical

illusion caused by observing relativistic jets pointing close to the line of sight, with the

significance that jets emit their radiation anisotropically due to the relativistic aberration

effect. Therefore it was proposed that radio-loud and radio-quiet quasars may repre-

sent the same class of object viewed from different directions, with radio-loud quasars

observed with the radio jet pointing close to the line of sight and radio-quiet quasars

observed with the radio jet pointing closer to the plane of the sky (Blandford & Königl,

1979; Scheuer & Readhead, 1979). The second probe is based on X-ray and optical

observations that show evidence for anisotropy induced by gas and dust obscuration in

the circum-nuclear regions of AGN. At the same time as the discovery of superluminal

jets, studies on Sy1 and Sy2 galaxies revealed different amount of extinction and then

differences in the gas absorption columns of the two Seyfert types (Rowan-Robinson

1977, Lawrence & Elvis 1982). The geometry of obscuring regions was identified us-

ing optical spectropolarimetry observations of radio galaxies and Seyferts. Antonucci

(1984), through spectropolarimetry studies of nearby galaxies, found that radio galax-

ies came in two families according to their polarization properties: the first one, rawly

corresponding to NLRG, with a polarization aligned close to the perpendicular direc-

tion to the radio axis, and the other, mainly BLRG, in which the polarization is aligned

parallel to the radio axis. These polarization properties could be explained in terms of

scattered AGN light. The parallel alignment was due to equatorial scattering by a disk

viewed obliquely, while a perpendicular alignment to polar scattering by material in the

opening of an optically thick torus structure.
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To summarize, the observations led to the now prevailing picture shown in Figure 1.9.

The physical structure of an AGN is composed by a central supermassive black hole

whose gravitational potential energy is the ultimate source of the AGN luminosity. The

potential well so generated attracts matter from the environment in which the SMBH re-

sides, and create an accretion disk where the matter, losing angular momentum through

viscous or turbulent processes, emits in the ultraviolet (UV) and X-ray wavelengths. The

highest energies are reached very near to the black hole. The clouds of gas moving

rapidly in the potential hole produce the broad emission lines in the optical and ultra-

violet. Part of the radiation is obscured by a thick torus of gas and dust, beyond the

accretion disk, and then reemitted at mid infrared (MIR) wavelength, as first supposed

by Rowan-Robinson (1977) and then observed with IRAS as a MIR excess (Miley et al.,

1984). External to the disk of dust, slower moving clouds emit the narrow lines. Finally

outflows of energetic particles escape from the poles of the torus and collimate in radio-

emitting and high velocity jets. The asymmetry of this AGN model implies a radically

different appearance at different viewing angles. The observed emissions depend on

the position of the observer, with respect to the accretion disk plane, causing a dif-

ferent classification of the otherwise identical physical properties of AGN (Antonucci,

1993; Urry & Padovani, 1995). The radio classification changes with the orientation

of the jests, while the optical classification changes with the obscuration of the optical

emission and the broad line region by the dust torus.
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FIG. 1.9: Unified scheme of AGN explains the different observational classification by
proposing that different observed emission are caused by a different orientation of the
AGN disk with respect to the observer.



Chapter 2

Data Analysis of CDFS

The purpose of this Thesis is to explore the use of X-ray as a SFR indicator and the

correlation between X-ray and radio luminosity, and derive the SFRs in high z galaxies

from the deepest observations available to date using radio and X–ray surveys of the

Chandra Deep Field South (CDFS). Previous works studied the radio, optical and X-

ray emission and the galaxy population in the CDFS (Kellermann et al., 2008; Mainieri

et al., 2008; Padovani et al., 2009, 2011; Tozzi et al., 2009). With respect to previous

papers, we make use of deeper data and of much larger source catalogs. The main

consequence is that we do not have the optical and IR identification for most of the

newly detected sources in the radio and X-ray data. Therefore, we identify SFGs on the

basis of X-ray and radio emissions alone.

2.1 The data

The Chandra Deep Field South is one of the most important deep fields studied with

multiwavelength observations. The CDFS is centered on α = 03h32m28s.0, δ = 27h48’30”

(J2000), is located in a sky region with no bright stars (mν ≤ 14) and with low Galactic

absorption (NH ∼ 8 × 1019 cm−2, Dickey & Lockman 1990), and it has been observed

by deep, multiwavelength surveys. The radio data consist of high-resolution 1.4 GHz

(21 cm) imaging with the Very Large Array (VLA) across the full Extended Chandra

Deep Field South (E–CDFS). The X–ray data consist of the currently deepest X–ray

survey, with an exposure time of about 4 Ms, and of the shallower E-CDFS X-ray sur-

vey with an exposure time of 250 ks. Several programs based on the CDFS dataset

have proved very useful to investigate the complexity of the process of galaxy formation

and evolution (see Brandt & Hasinger 2005). In this section I describe the data and the

relative catalogs.

26
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2.1.1 X–ray Chandra observations

In the E–CDFS area, we have two sets of X–ray data obtained with Chandra. The most

important is the deep 4Ms exposure of the central area, the CDFS. The second one is

the 250 ks observations that cover all the E-CDFS area.

The 4Ms CDFS observations

The X-ray dataset originally consisted of 11 Chandra ACIS-I1 observations for a total of

about 942 ks (hereafter 1Ms observation) on a field of about 16’ × 16’, made between

October 1999 and December 2000 (Giacconi et al., 2002). The flux limits at the aim-

point for the soft (0.52 keV) and hard (210 keV) bands are 5.5 × 1017 erg s−1 cm−2 and

4.5 × 1016 erg s−1 cm−2, respectively. Using two different detection methods, 346 X-ray

sources were detected in the soft or hard band. Additional Chandra time was added in

the CDFS to reach a total of 23 observations and ∼2 Ms exposure in Luo et al. (2008)

(see Table 2.1). The survey reaches on-axis sensitivity limits of 1.9 × 10−17 erg s−1

cm−2 and 1.3 × 10−16 erg s−1 cm−2 for the soft and hard keV bands, respectively. The

2 Ms source catalog consists of 462 sources that were detected using the wavdetect

algorithm2. Of these sources 135 are new with respect to the 1 Ms catalog.

In 2010 with 31 new observations the CDFS reached a total of 4 Ms and became

the deepest X-ray survey ever performed. The 4 Ms exposure observation is the re-

sult of the coaddition of 54 individual Chandra ACIS–I exposures from October 1999

to July 2010 with centers spaced within a few arcsec from the average position of

α =3:32:28.80, δ = −27:48:23 (J2000) (see Table 2.2). The ACIS-I is comprised of

four 1024×1024 pixel CCDs, with each pixel of size of 0.492”. In Figure 2.1 is shown

the exposure-corrected smoothed image divided by bands and combined in a color im-

age. The segmented boundary surrounding the image shows the coverage of the entire

CDF-S. The large polygon, the rectangle, and the central small polygon indicate the re-

gions for the GOODS-S (Giavalisco et al., 2004), the planned CANDELS GOODS-S,

and the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (UDF; Beckwith et al. 2006), respectively. The appar-

ent scarcity of sources near the field center is mainly due to the small size of the on-axis

PSF. The 4 Ms observations reach on-axis flux limits of ≈ 9.1×10−18 and ≈ 5.5×10−17

1 The Advance CCD Imaging Spectrometer (Garmire et al., 2003) is composed of ten CCDs, of 1024
× 1024 pixels each, specific for X-ray spectrometry. The ACIS-I consists of four CCDs (I0-I3) arranged in
a 2 × 2 array. The PSF is smallest at the lowest photon energies and for sources at small off-axis angle.

2 This algorithm is part of the CIAO software package and its an adaptation of Mexican-Hat wavelet
functions for source detection. It correlates scaled wavelet functions with binned, two-dimensional image
data of different scales and then searches for significant correlations. For more details on the theory and
operation of wavdetect, see Freeman et al. (2002).
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Obs. Start Exposure Aim Point Roll Angle
Obs. ID (UT) Time (ks) α (J2000.0) δ (J2000.0) (deg)
1431-0 1999 Oct 15, 17:38 24.6 03 32 29.44 −27 48 21.8 47.3
1431-1 1999 Nov 23, 02:30 93.6 03 32 29.44 −27 48 21.8 353.9
441 2000 May 27, 01:18 56.0 03 32 26.91 −27 48 19.4 166.7
582 2000 June 03, 02:38 130.6 03 32 26.97 −27 48 18.5 162.9
2406 2000 Dec 10, 23:35 29.7 03 32 28.33 −27 48 36.5 332.2
2405 2000 Dec 11, 08:14 59.6 03 32 28.82 −27 48 43.5 331.8
2312 2000 Dec 13, 03:28 123.7 03 32 28.28 −27 48 36.9 329.9
1672 2000 Dec 16, 05:07 95.1 03 32 28.73 −27 48 44.5 326.9
2409 2000 Dec 19, 03:55 69.0 03 32 28.08 −27 48 38.6 319.2
2313 2000 Dec 21, 02:08 130.4 03 32 28.08 −27 48 38.6 319.2
2239 2000 Dec 23, 17:28 130.8 03 32 28.08 −27 48 38.6 319.2
8591 2007 Sep 20, 05:26 45.4 03 32 28.20 −27 48 06.9 72.7
9593 2007 Sep 22, 20:34 46.4 03 32 28.20 −27 48 06.9 72.7
9718 2007 Oct 03, 13:56 49.4 03 32 28.61 −27 48 07.4 62.0
8593 2007 Oct 06, 02:04 49.5 03 32 28.61 −27 48 07.4 62.0
8597 2007 Oct 17, 07:07 59.3 03 32 29.25 −27 48 10.4 44.2
8595 2007 Oct 19, 14:16 115.4 03 32 29.35 −27 48 11.2 41.2
8592 2007 Oct 22, 12:14 86.6 03 32 29.62 −27 48 13.8 32.4
8596 2007 Oct 24, 13:20 115.1 03 32 29.62 −27 48 13.8 32.4
9575 2007 Oct 27, 05:43 108.7 03 32 29.62 −27 48 13.8 32.4
9578 2007 Oct 30, 22:35 38.6 03 32 29.84 −27 48 16.7 24.2
8594 2007 Nov 01, 11:51 141.4 03 32 29.84 −27 48 16.7 24.2
9596 2007 Nov 04, 04:11 111.9 03 32 29.95 −27 48 18.5 19.8

TAB. 2.1: Chandra Deep Field South 2Ms Observations. The first 2Ms are composed
by 23 observations.

ergs cm−2 s−1 for the soft [0.5−2.0 keV] and hard [2-8 keV] bands, respectively. Fig-

ure 2.2 displays the survey solid angle as a function of the minimum full-band effective

exposure. About 52% of the CDF-S field has a full-band effective exposure greater

than 2 Ms. Even if the total exposure is 3.872 Ms, the maximum effective exposure is

3.811 Ms, since the locations of the aim points of individual observations vary. For a

given full-band effective exposure, the survey solid angle is up to a factor of ∼ 1.5 times

larger than that of the 2 Ms CDF-S. The 4 Ms CDF-S can not only detect new sources

with lower fluxes than the 2 Ms sources, but it can also detect new sources that have a

similar flux distribution to the 2 Ms sources over ∼ 50% more area. Moreover the de-

tection of the sources was improved by Xue et al. (2011), making use of ACIS Extract

(AE) polygonal source-count extraction regions that approximate the shape of the PSF

and take into account the multi-observation nature of the data and evaluating for each

source the binomial probability P that no source exists given the measurements of the

source and local background. The binomial no-source probability P can be calculated
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FIG. 2.1: Chandra false color image of the 4Ms CDFS from Xue et al. (2011). The
color image is a composite of 0.5-2 keV (red), 2-4 keV(green) and 4-10 keV (blue)
bands. The inner boundaries show the coverage of other surveys (GOOD-S, CAN-
DELS and Hubble UDF).

in each band (0.52.0 keV, 24 keV and 48 keV ) using the following equation:

P (X ≥ S) =
N∑

X=S

N !

X!(N −X)!
pX(1− p)N−X , (2.1)

where S is the total number of counts in the source-extraction region, N = S + Bext,

with Bext the total extracted background counts within a background extraction region,

and p is the probability that a photon lies in the source-extraction region and contribute

to the source counts. All source must have P < 0.004 in at least one of the three

standard bands, in order to minimize the potential false sources. The 4 Ms main X-ray

source catalog by Xue et al. (2011) includes 740 X-ray sources and is used as the initial

source input list, but we remove 8 detections because we do not have positive aperture

photometry for them in our data reduction.
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FIG. 2.2: Plot of survey solid angle as a function of minimum full-band effective expo-
sure for the 4Ms CDF-S (solid curve) from Xue et al. (2011). The maximum exposure
is 3.811 Ms. The vertical dotted line indicates an effective exposure of 2 Ms.

The 250ks E-CDFS observations

The deep 1Ms X-ray survey was first extended to a field of 30’ × 30’ (∼ 0.28 deg2) cen-

tered on the original aimpoint with four flanking fields with a shallower exposure of 250

ks each (the Extended-CDFS, or E–CDFS, Lehmer et al. 2005), taken between Febru-

ary 2004 and November 2004. The survey reaches sensitivity limits of 1.1 × 10−16 erg

cm−2 s−1 and 6.7 × 10−16 erg cm−2 s−1 for the soft and hard bands, respectively. The

E–CDFS consists of 9 observations of 4 partially overlapping quadrants, 2 for each of

the first three fields and 3 for the last one (see Table 2.3). In Figure 2.3 is mapped

the position of each field respectively to the deep 4Ms observation and other multi-

wavelength surveys. The catalog, compiled using a refined wavdetect algorithm and

presented by Lehmer et al. (2005), contains 762 sources, but we remove 9 detections

because we do not have positive aperture photometry for them in our data reduction.

The two data sets are treated separately, since it is not convenient to add them due

to the large differences in the point spread function in the overlapping areas. In par-

ticular, the E–CDFS data have a much better spatial resolution in the regions close

to the edges of the CDFS-4Ms image, due the broadening of the PSF in the CDFS-

4Ms data at large off-axis angle. Therefore we use separately the two catalogs (the

E-CDFS and the CDFS–4Ms), and then merge a posteriori the information obtained for

the sources detected in both data-sets. The merger of the two catalogs, done with a
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Obs. Start Exposure Aim Point Roll Angle
Obs. ID (UT) Time (ks) α (J2000.0) δ (J2000.0) (deg)
12043 2010 Mar 18, 01:39 129.6 03 32 28.78 −27 48 52.1 252.2
12123 2010 Mar 21, 08:08 24.8 03 32 28.78 −27 48 52.1 252.2
12044 2010 Mar 23, 11:31 99.5 03 32 28.55 −27 48 51.9 246.2
12128 2010 Mar 27, 13:08 22.8 03 32 28.55 −27 48 51.9 246.2
12045 2010 Mar 28, 16:38 99.7 03 32 28.32 −27 48 51.4 240.2
12129 2010 Apr 03, 15:21 77.1 03 32 28.33 −27 48 51.4 240.2
12135 2010 Apr 06, 09:36 62.5 03 32 28.01 −27 48 50.2 231.7
12046 2010 Apr 08, 08:17 78.0 03 32 28.01 −27 48 50.2 231.7
12047 2010 Apr 12, 13:21 10.1 03 32 27.80 −27 48 48.9 225.2
12137 2010 Apr 16, 08:53 92.8 03 32 27.59 −27 48 47.2 219.2
12138 2010 Apr 18, 12:40 38.5 03 32 27.59 −27 48 47.3 219.2
12055 2010 May 15, 17:15 80.7 03 32 26.72 −27 48 32.3 181.4
12213 2010 May 17, 14:22 61.3 03 32 26.69 −27 48 31.1 178.9
12048 2010 May 23, 07:09 138.1 03 32 26.64 −27 48 27.6 171.9
12049 2010 May 28, 18:58 86.9 03 32 26.61 −27 48 24.4 165.5
12050 2010 Jun 03, 06:47 29.7 03 32 26.61 −27 48 21.7 160.2
12222 2010 Jun 05, 02:47 30.6 03 32 26.61 −27 48 21.7 160.2
12219 2010 Jun 06, 16:30 33.7 03 32 26.61 −27 48 21.7 160.2
12051 2010 Jun 10, 11:30 57.3 03 32 26.63 −27 48 19.2 155.2
12218 2010 Jun 11, 10:18 88.0 03 32 26.63 −27 48 19.2 155.2
12223 2010 Jun 13, 00:57 100.7 03 32 26.63 −27 48 19.2 155.2
12052 2010 Jun 15, 16:02 110.4 03 32 26.70 −27 48 14.5 145.7
12220 2010 Jun 18, 12:55 48.1 03 32 26.70 −27 48 14.5 145.7
12053 2010 Jul 05, 03:12 68.1 03 32 27.02 −27 48 06.0 127.0
12054 2010 Jul 09, 11:35 61.0 03 32 27.02 −27 48 06.1 127.0
12230 2010 Jul 11, 03:52 33.8 03 32 27.02 −27 48 06.0 127.0
12231 2010 Jul 12, 03:22 24.7 03 32 27.16 −27 48 03.6 121.2
12227 2010 Jul 14, 21:04 54.3 03 32 27.16 −27 48 03.7 121.2
12233 2010 Jul 16, 10:25 35.6 03 32 27.16 −27 48 03.7 121.2
12232 2010 Jul 18, 19:53 32.9 03 32 27.16 −27 48 03.7 121.2
12234 2010 Jul 22, 19:58 49.1 03 32 27.19 −27 48 03.3 120.2

TAB. 2.2: Chandra Deep Field South 4Ms Observations. The second set of 2Ms is
composed by 31 observations for a total of 54 observations.

cross-correlation between the source positions of the two catalogs, is relatively simple

due to the low number of X-ray sources in the E-CDFS. A total of 133 sources are

present in both catalogs, meaning that the 4Ms survey detects in the central 16’ × 16’

area 599 additional sources. Most of the common sources are distributed on the bor-

der of the deep CDFS, where the E-CDFS data have better resolution, while just few

sources in CDFS area are detected only in the E-CDFS catalog. The total number of

unique X-ray sources identified in the CDFS-4 Ms or E-CDFS is 1352.
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Obs. Start Exposure Aim Point Field
Obs. ID (UT) Time (ks) α (J2000.0) δ (J2000.0) Number
5015 2004-02-29, 21:21 162.9 03 33 05.61 −27 41 08.84 1
5016 2004-03-03, 12:09 77.2 03 33 05.61 −27 41 08.84 1
5017 2004-05-14, 01:09 155.4 03 31 51.43 −27 41 38.80 2
5018 2004-05-16, 13:44 72.0 03 31 51.43 −27 41 38.80 2
5019 2004-11-17, 14:43 163.1 03 31 49.94 −27 57 14.56 3
5020 2004-11-15, 23:25 77.6 03 31 49.94 −27 57 14.56 3
5021 2004-11-13, 03:26 97.8 03 33 02.93 −27 57 16.08 4
5022 2004-11-15, 00:51 79.1 03 33 02.93 −27 57 16.08 4
6164 2004-11-20, 21:08 69.1 03 33 02.93 −27 57 16.08 4

TAB. 2.3: Extended Chandra Deep Field South Observations. The 250 ks exposure of
the flanking field is composed by 9 observations, 2 in each field from 1 to 3 and 4 in field
4, where the fields are numbered in clockwise order starting from the top left.

FIG. 2.3: Coverage map of the E-CDFS area showing the various Chandra observa-
tional regions from Lehmer et al. (2005). The E-CDFS observational fields are shown
as four regions (black dashed lines) which flank the CDFS-1 Ms (blue dashed line).
Additionally are shown the GEMS HST observations (green square regions), GOODS
region (orange rectangle) and the UDF (central red square).
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2.1.2 The radio observations

The Very Large Array (VLA) observation of the E–CDFS at 1.4GHz and 5GHz is pre-

sented in Kellermann et al. (2008) and was extensively exploited in many work (e.g.,

Mainieri et al. 2008; Padovani et al. 2009, 2011; Tozzi et al. 2009). In June through

September 2007, new data have been acquired with the National Radio Astronomy

Observatory (NRAO) VLA at 1.4 GHz and a new deeper radio source catalog has been

obtained by Miller et al. (2008). They consider the data from the new VLA program

which provides deep, high resolution 1.4 GHz imaging across the full E–CDFS, consist-

ing of a six-pointing mosaic of 240 h, spanning 48 days of individual 5 h observations,

and arranged in a hexagonal grid around the CDFS center (Miller et al., 2008). The

image covers a region of 34’.1 × 34’.1 (∼0.324 deg2, 4096 × 4096 0”.5 square pixel)

of the full E–CDFS at a rms sensitivity of 7.5 µJy per 2.8” × 1.6” beam, with the rms

reaching 7.2 µJy per beam in the central 30’. A second data release (Miller et al., in

preparation) mosaic image with a lower rms sensitivity has been produced thanks to

the improved data reduction. Figure 2.4 shows the image associated with this second

data release, with overlaid the rms noise. The actual coverage of the individual point-

ings extends well beyond the edges of the mosaic image but experiences a drop-off in

sensitivity associated with the power pattern of the VLA primary beam. As shown in

Figure 2.5, which is the area covered at a given sensitivity or better on the rms map,

the best sensitivity reached in the mosaic is an rms noise of 6 µJy per beam, corre-

sponding to the regions at the center of the mosaic where all six pointings contribute

(i.e. the CDFS). Half of the full mosaic image has an rms noise of 7.4 µJy per beam

for a general improvement of about 0.5 µJy over the first release. Also shown in the

picture are the fractional area covered in the regions of spectroscopic survey and 4Ms

X-ray survey. This latter never exceeds 6.4-6.7 µJy

For the source detection a S/N image is obtained by dividing the final mosaic image by

the rms sensitivity image. Then the sources are identified as peaks in this S/N image.

Each detection is fitted with a Gaussian to measure its position and extension. The

catalog published by Miller et al. (2008) is based on a conservative detection thresh-

old at 7 σ. Here we use two catalogs: a very deep one including all the sources with

S/N > 4 (1571 sources) is used when cross matching with X-ray detections. A more

conservative catalog at S/N > 5 is used to investigate the properties of radio sources

without X-ray counterparts. This catalog includes 912 sources which shrink to 879 sin-

gle sources after identifying the multiple components. In fact, taking advantage of the

multiwavelenth coverage and optical identification (Bonzini et al., 2012), 17 multiple-

component sources, with a total of 49 individual components ascribed to them, have

been identified, with a typical FR I or FR II morphology. In Figure 2.6 is shown the
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FIG. 2.4: Greyscale depiction of the DR2 mosaic image from Miller et al. (2013), with
overlaid contours of constant RMS noise. From the center, these contours represent
6.5 µJy, 7.0 µJy, 7.5 µJy, 8.0 µJy, 9 µJy, 10 µJy, 11 µJy, and 12 µJy per beam. The
crosses indicate the six pointing centers for the observations.

improvement in radio source detection thanks to the new data. The median value of the

distribution is 58.5 µJy, while 90% of the sample has a flux density below 1 mJy. Figure

2.7 instead depicts the distribution of S/N for the sources with S/N > 5, with median

value of 7.6. The typical source positional error has an average value of 0.2” across

the field of view, where a 0.1” portion of the error budget is constant across the full area

and the rest comes from noise in Gaussian fitting. For bright sources with high SNR

the error is only 0.1”.

We use also the radio data collected in 1999-2001 and presented in Kellermann et al.

(2008). The whole area of the E-CDFS has been observed with the NRAO Very Large

Array (VLA) for 50 h at 1.4 GHz mostly in the BnA configuration in 1999 and February

2001, and for 32 h at 5 GHz mostly in the C and CnB configurations in 2001. The

effective angular resolution is 3.5” and the minimum rms noise is as low as 8.5 µJy per

beam at both 1.4 GHz and 5 GHz. Given the lower spatial resolution and the lower

sensitivity, we use these data only to investigate variability in the 1.4 GHz band, and to

obtain spectral information for the subset of sources detected in the 5 GHz band.
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FIG. 2.5: Fractional area covered at a given sensitivity for the released mosaic image
of 34.1 by 34.1 from Miller et al. (2013). The black continuous line is the image used
here. The grey continuous line is the first data release. The improvement is about 0.5
µJy across the entire area. Also shown are the fractional areas for two smaller regions
within the mosaic image, corresponding to a large region with multiwavelength data for
quality photometric redshifts (dashed line) and a small central region corresponding to
the CDF-S 4 Ms data (dotted line).

FIG. 2.6: Flux density distribution of the 5 σ E-CDFS radio catalog (solid line) com-
pared to the sample of Kellermann et al. (2008) (dashed line). Picture from Bonzini
et al. (2012).
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FIG. 2.7: Histogram of number of radio sources as a function of signal-to-noise ra-
tio, created using all detected peaks in the mosaic image (i.e., inclusive of individual
components of multiple-component sources), from Bonzini et al. (2012). The main his-
togram uses a bin size of 0.1, and the inset for higher SNR uses a bin size of 5. There
are an additional 47 sources with SNR > 100.

2.1.3 The optical data

The E-CDFS field was chosen as the target for deep X-ray and radio observations also

due to its growing multiwavelength coverage. Important data in the CDFS at other

wavelengths are part of the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey (GOODS, see

Dickinson et al. 2003), COMBO-17 (Wolf et al. 2004, Wolf et al. 2008 the Hubble Ultra

Deep Field (HUDF, Beckwith et al. 2006), Galaxy Evolution from Morphology and Spec-

tral Energy Distribution (GEMS, Rix et al. 2004), the infrared Spitzer SIMPLE (Damen

et al., 2011) and FIDEL 3 surveys, the ultraviolet GALEX Ultra-Deep Imaging Survey

and Deep Spectroscopic Survey (Martin et al., 2005). Many X-ray sources have been

already identified in the optical, IR and FIR data (Xue et al., 2011). The source identi-

fication and classification of the X-ray and radio sources is also based on optical and

infrared bands.

Here we will focus only on the X-ray and radio data, except for some useful information

obtain by the optical identification, i.e. for the spectroscopic and photometric redshifts

and the X-ray to optical flux ratio.
3http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/FIDEL/
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The E-CDFS area has been targeted by a large number of spectroscopic surveys. For

the X-ray sources we use the spectroscopic redshift published in Xue et al. (2011). We

also used the redshifts published recently for the counterparts of Chandra sources in

the same field (Silverman et al., 2010; Treister et al., 2009) and we include the dedicated

spectroscopic follow-up of the VLA sources in the E-CDFS performed with the VIMOS

spectrograph at the VLT.

We find a total of 706 spectroscopic redshifts for unique X-ray sources in the CDFS or

E-CDFS fields. For the radio sourcse we collect the redshifts from the publicly available

catalogues: the follow-up campaign of the X-ray sources in the CDFS (Szokoly et al.,

2004), the FORS-2/GOODS program (Vanzella et al., 2008, 2005, 2006), the VIMOS/-

GOODS program (Balestra et al., 2010; Popesso et al., 2009), the VVDS survey (Le

Fèvre et al., 2004), the spectroscopic follow-up of the K20 survey (Mignoli et al., 2005;

Ravikumar et al., 2007). We reach a total of 238 spectroscopic redshifts for the radio

sources.

We are able to extend our redshift list thanks to the deep and wide photometry available

in this region of the sky. We collect photometric redshifts from the catalogue compiled

by Rafferty (Bonzini et al., 2012) based on photometric data from the far UV up to 8 µm.

We also use the MUSYC-E-CDFS catalogue Cardamone et al. (2010), the GOODS-

MUSIC catalogue Santini et al. (2009), obtained using the excellent optical and NIR

data in the GOODS region, and the COMBO-17 survey catalogue Wolf et al. (2004).

Bonzini et al. (2012) performed a sophisticated identification of the optical counterparts

of radio sources. A simple cross correlation method would be inefficient due to high

surface density of optical sources, with many reliable counterparts for a single radio

source. Therefore they adopted a likelihood technique (e.g., Sutherland & Saunders

1992). Briefly, the likelihood ratio is defined for each source as:

LR =
q(m)f(r)

n(m)
, (2.2)

where q(m) is the expected distribution of the counterparts as a function of the mag-

nitude m, f(r) is the probability distribution function of the positional errors, assumed

Gaussian, and n(m) is the surface density of background sources obtained by counting

all the sources within a 30” radius around each radio object, and binned in magnitude.

Then a reliability for each association is computed:

rel =
(LR)∑

i(LR)i + (1 +Q)
, (2.3)

with Q=0.8. A counterpart is consider reliable when rel > 0.6. With this method they

find an optical or infrared counterpart for 95% of radio sources with S/N > 5.
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Optically identified sources with redshift
Sample # of sources # with spec z # with photo z # with z

X-ray 4 Ms CDFS 732 418 661 666 (91%)
X-ray E-CDFS 753 414 609 627 (82%)
Unique X-ray 1352 706 1132 1156 (85%)

Radio (>5σ) E-CDFS 879 238 633 641 (73%)

TAB. 2.4: Total available photometric and spectroscopic redshifts from the optical identi-
fication for both radio and X-ray samples.

Combining all spectroscopic and photometric redshifts for our sources, we end up with

1156 redshift for the X-ray sources (∼ 85% of the total) and 641 for the radio sources

(∼ 73% of the total). Details are given in Table 2.4.

2.2 X-ray counterparts of radio sources

In Vattakunnel et al. (2012), we combine the X-ray and radio information for our sources

by cross-correlating the radio catalog at S/N > 4 with the X-ray catalogs of Xue et al.

(2011) and Lehmer et al. (2005). An X–ray source is considered a candidate counter-

part of a radio source if their separation is less than 3σd, where σ2d = σ2r + σ2X . The σr
and σX are the rms error of the radio and X–ray positions. The radio rms is fixed at 0.2”,

representative of the positional error across the field of view as we discussed in §2.1.2.

The X–ray rms ranges from 0.1” to 1.5” for CDFS-4Ms sources and from 0.6” to 2.6” for

E-CDFS sources, according to Xue et al. (2011) and Lehmer et al. (2005), respectively.

In the case of multiple identifications, we simply choose the X-ray candidate counter-

part with a smaller separation. This very simple matching criterion is effective thanks

to the relatively low surface density of X-ray and radio sources, which implies a low rate

of random matches, and is almost equivalent to likelihood ratio technique. Among the

1571 radio sources of the Miller catalog at S/N > 4, we identify 168 X-ray counterparts

in the Xue et al. (2011) catalog, and 175 in the Lehmer et al. (2005) catalog, with 66

sources in common. To prevent the degradation of the data quality due to the PSF at

the edge of the CDFS-4 Ms, we consider the CDFS-4 Ms counterparts only for off-axis

angles smaller than 9.5 arcmin with respect to the aimpoint.

Figure 2.8 shows the offsets between radio sources and their identified X-ray counter-

parts. Most radio sources (∼90%) have their counterpart within 1 arcsec, consistently

with the X-ray rms, and the average offset is 0.56 arcsec. Only 1 object has a radio-

X-ray offset bigger than 5 arcsec. Sources with an offset larger than 2 arcsec were

more closely inspected. We also plot the normalized distribution of offsets between the

radio and the X-ray position, divided according to their radio S/N (Figure 2.9). Of the
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FIG. 2.8: Offset between a radio source and its X-ray counterpart. The horizontal
dashed line represents a 5 arcsec threshold.

matched objects, 41 sources (∼17%) have 4< S/N< 5. The mean offset of this sample

is 0.81 arcsec, while the mean offset for sources with S/N > 5 is 0.52 arcsec. We run

a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test between this two samples and confirm that there are two

separate distributions. We repeat this test treating sources with S/N > 6 separately and

find a similar result. Sources with higher radio S/N have generally smaller offset with

their X-ray counterpart. For this reason, we will not consider in our analysis all radio

sources with S/N < 5 and without an X-ray counterpart.

We estimate the false matching rate due to random associations with a MonteCarlo

procedure. We generate a set of radio catalogs with the same source density as that

of Miller (S/N > 4), and match them with the X-ray catalogs in CDFS and E-CDFS

separately with the same technique adopted for the original radio catalog and assuming

the same radio positional error. This procedure is repeated 1000 times for each X-ray

catalog. We find an average random contamination of 3 spurious associations in the

CDFS-4 Ms and 8 in the E-CDFS area not covered by the CDFS-4 Ms survey. The

number of spurious sources in the CDFS-4 Ms is lower for two reasons. The area

covered is lower, around 1/3 of the total E-CDFS. In fact, even if each observation field

of CDFS-4 Ms is ∼1/4 of the E-CDFS area, each observation is rotated and the survey

covers an almost circular area. Secondly, the positional error in the extended field is

higher. we proceed with a refinement of the X-ray–radio cross correlation through the

identification of the optical counterparts. In order to minimise the spurious associations,

The process of identifying the optical counterparts must rely on a complex algorithm
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FIG. 2.9: Normalized distribution of radio-X-ray offsets divided by radio S/N.

due to the larger source density of the optical band, as explained in the previous para-

graph. This allows us to check for mismatch in the optical counterpart. For the all

sources we perform in any case a simple visual inspection of the optical images (mostly

observed by HST and WFI) of all the candidate counterparts. This procedure led us to

remove 2 candidates from the VLA–CDFS-4 Ms match-list and 6 candidates from the

VLA–E-CDFS. Of these 8 sources, 7 are flagged as false matches, since the optical

counterparts are clearly different for the radio and X-ray sources. One match is due to

a double association of a multiple radio source to the same X-ray counterpart. It is diffi-

cult to estimate the residual contamination due to random associations of sources with

X-ray and radio detection, however we argue that this is at most ∼ 3% of all matches,

given that the number of false matches removed by visual inspection is close to the

expected spurious matches estimated for our matching criterion.

To summarize, after a careful inspection of the X-ray, radio and optical images we have:

• 268 radio sources with X-ray counterparts: 152 from the CDFS catalog and 116

from the E–CDFS catalog (see Table 2.5 and Table 2.6 in §2.3 for a complete list

of these sources);
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• 693 radio sources from the S/N > 5 catalog without X-ray counterparts. We

exclude all the sources with 4 < S/N < 5 as unreliable, since they don’t have

X-ray, optical or infrared identified counterpart. ;

• 1084 X-ray sources (in the CDFS-4 Ms and in the E-CDFS catalogs) not associ-

ated with any radio source. From this sample 10 sources identified as stars are

removed.

Comparison with previous surveys

With the improvement in the depth of the X-ray and radio surveys we can study how

the number of X-ray counterparts of radio sources changes with X-ray exposure in

the CDFS area. In Figure 2.10 we compare three sets of observations of the CDFS

in the two bands. The first one is from the CDFS-1 Ms X-ray observation (Giacconi

et al. 2002, 366 sources) cross-matched with the radio VLA observations from Miller

et al., 2012 (S/N > 5, 915 sources, of which 214 in the CDFS, where we adopt the

same 9.5 arcmin radius as the limit between the CDFS and the E-CDFS). The last

two diagrams are the radio observations crossed respectively with the 2 Ms (Luo et al.

2008, 462 sources) and 4 Ms (Xue et al. 2011, 732 sources) observations. Applying the

positional match with the CDFS-1 Ms and CDFS-2 Ms observations we adopt the same

algorithm used for the deeper 4 Ms and we find 105 and 112 matches, respectively.

The number of radio sources from S/N > 5 catalog with an X-ray counterpart in the

CDFS-4 Ms observation is 131. We note that the fraction of radio sources with X-

ray counterpart increases from ∼ 50% in the 2 Ms up to ∼ 60% in the CDFS-4Ms

observation. If this trend is maintained, we expect to detect the X-ray counterpart of

the large majority of the radio sources with a 10-12 Ms exposure, even if are aware

that the skycoverage, namely the ratio of sources detected at a given flux density, does

not increase uniformly with exposure time in all the CDFS area, as previously shown in

Figure 2.2, and therefore we reach lower fluxes and detect the faintest sources only in

the central area.

2.3 Spectral analysis

The X-ray spectrum is an invaluable tool to explore the nature of the observed objects.

An accurate spectral analysis is therefore necessary the explore the signatures of the

physical precesses behind X-ray emission. To ensure a uniform data reduction, we

perform the procedure from the raw data and follow the standard reduction adopted in
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FIG. 2.10: Improvement in detected source number and overlapping of X-ray and
radio sources in the central CDFS area. The X-ray detections (circles on the right)
are respectively (a) from the 1Ms observation (Giacconi et al., 2002), (b) from the 2Ms
observation (Luo et al., 2008) and (c) from the 4Ms (Xue et al. 2011) observation.
The radio sources from the 5 σ catalog of Miller et al. (2011) are those falling in the
central CDFS area (circles on the left). The overlapping region represents the fraction
of positional matches between X-ray and radio sources.

previous works (see Rosati et al. 2002; Tozzi et al. 2006) using the most recent release

of Chandra calibration files.

2.3.1 Data reduction

We start with the level 1 data as stored in the archives. The reduction procedure is the

standard one but we adopted the CALDB 4.4 Chandra calibration files. The procedure

is repeated for each one of the 54 observations of the 4Ms survey. After the selection

of the ACIS-I CCDs, bad pixels and bad columns are removed. Then we select the

sources in the field running wavdetect on each CCD and remove them in a region

of ∼2 radii in order to obtain the background emission, due in part to the internal or

instrumental background and in part to unresolved X-ray sources. The lightcurve of

the background emission is used to find bad time interval, where the emission is out

of 3 sigma from the rest, presumably because of cosmic rays. Flickering pixels are

removed as well. The event level 2 file is created merging all the event files of the single
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observations, and keeping the coordinates of the single observation as a reference.

Finally, exposure maps in the soft and hard bands are created, and the corresponding

areamaps dividing the exposure maps by the recalculated total time exposure. For the

E-CDFS we applied the same data reduction procedure used for the CDFS-4 Ms, with

the difference that we have four resulting event files, one for each E-CDFS field.

2.3.2 Spectral extraction

The X-ray spectrum of each source is extracted from the total merged event file. The

size of the extraction region depends on the off-axis angle between the source and the

average aimpoint, as described in Giacconi et al. (2001). The only difference in this

new reduction is that the minimum extraction radius is set to 3 arcsec as opposed to

a minimum of 5 arcsec. This will further improve the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for the

faint sources lying in the central regions, where the spatial resolution is about 1 arcsec.

The adopted extraction radius is given by

RS = 2.8× FWHM arcsec, (2.4)

where the FMHM =
∑

i=0,2 aiθ
i, with ai = {0.678,−0.0405, 0.0535}. Here θ is the

off-axis angle in arcmin with respect to the aimpoint of the CDFS. The factor 2.8 for the

extraction radius has been chosen after a careful analysis of the source photometry,

by varying the factor in the range 1.0 - 4.0, running the photometry of each source in

the computed region and inspecting the S/N of bright sources. The extraction region

of each object was visually inspected and in the cases where the extraction regions

of two nearby sources significantly overlap, we resize them by hand until the regions

are not overlapping. In few cases, for very bright sources, we also adopt a larger

extraction radius when the wings of the emission exceed the nominal RS value. The

local background was calculated for each source in an annulus with outer radius of RS

+ 12 pixels and inner radius RS + 2 pixels , after masking out nearby sources. We

removed 8 uncertain objects from the Xue et al. (2011) catalog because we do not

have positive aperture photometry for them. The catalog we use, therefore, contains

732 sources. The extraction regions for the E-CDFS sources are obtained with the

same formula, but in this case the off-axis angle is the angle between the source and

the aimpoint of each quadrant. Again we remove 9 detections because we do not have

positive aperture photometry for them in our data reduction. Therefore, we use an

E-CDFS catalog with 753 sources.

In order to create the response files for the spectral analysis, we adopt the following

procedure. We create the response matrix files and the ancillary response files for
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each exposure using the CIAO software (version 4.3). Since each source is typically

detected only in a subset of exposures, we compute the response files whenever we

find at least two counts in the extraction region in the 0.5-7 keV energy range4, and

with an average exposure larger than 30% of the maximum value at the aimpoint (this

last condition is to avoid computing the files for sources whose extraction region only

partially overlaps with the edges of the CCD). The final rmf and arf files are obtained by

summing and weighting the individual files according to the number of counts detected

within the extraction radius in each exposure. In this way, we obtain the best possible

calibration file for each source, reflecting the complexity of the CDFS exposures. The

PHA files of each source and the corresponding background are then created with the

algorithm dmextract of CIAO.

2.3.3 Spectral analysis

Our goal is to disentangle star forming galaxies from object powered by nuclear activity.

It is therefore crucial to identify in the spectrum the features which characterize an AGN.

The expected shape of an AGN spectrum is a power law, absorbed in soft energies

because of the galactic absorption, and with a potential intrinsic absorption and the

presence of an Fe Kα emission line at 6.4 keV. We don’t take into account the Compton

reflection hump because at energy higher than 8 keV the net counts of weak sources

are comparable with the background counts. The hump, that peaks at about 30 keV,

would be visible only in a highly redshifted spectrum. To fit the spectra we uses the X-

Ray Spectral Fitting Package (Xspec) 12.6.0. The physical model we adopt corresponds

to the Xspec software model:

tbabs * zwabs * (powerlaw + gauss).

The explanation of each model component follows:

• tbabs: is the Tuebingen-Boulder ISM absorption model which takes into account

the Galactic absorption. It calculates the cross section for X-ray absorption by

the ISM as the sum of the cross sections for X-ray absorption due to the gas-

phase ISM, the grain-phase ISM, and the molecules in the ISM. In the molecular

contribution to the ISM cross section, only molecular hydrogen is considered and

the only parameter is the equivalent hydrogen column density. This parameter is

fixed at 8.9 × 1019 cm−2 (Dickey & Lockman, 1990).
4The 0.5-7 keV energy range is used to detect sources and to produce calibration files, while we use

the full 0.5-10 keV energy band for the spectral analysis.
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• zwabs: is a photo-electric absorption using Wisconsin cross-sections:

M(E) = exp[−nHσ(E[1 + z)])],

where σ(E) is the photo-electric cross-section at the energy of the redshifted

source, z is fixed according to the source redshift and nH is a free parameter. It

models the intrinsic absorption nH of the object.

• powerlaw: is a simple photon power law A(E) = KE−α, where K is the nor-

malization in unit keV−1 cm−2 s−1 and α is the photon index of the power law.

The normalization is a free parameter. The photon index is set to 1.8 whenever

the source has low net counts in the both bands. In particular if cntsoft < 120,

cnthard < 80 and cntsoft + cnthard < 170.

• gauss: is a simple Gaussian line profile, with analytical form:

A(E) = K
1√
2πσ

exp

(
−(E − El)

2

2σ

)
,

where El is the line energy in keV, σ is the line width in keV and K is the normal-

ization. The line energy is fixed to the expected redshift value El = 6.4/(1 + z).

This component models the redshifted Fe Kα emission line, if present.

In Tables 2.5 and 2.6 are reported the main fitted parameters for all radio sources with

an X-ray counterpart. Moreover we computed the source X-ray fluxes and luminosity in

the soft and hard bands from the fitted model. This method of computing the luminosity

is generally more reliable than using a simple conversion factor, because it takes into

account the intrinsic absorption of the source, but objects with few counts can result in

an unstable fit. Therefore we check our fluxes obtained from the spectral analysis with

the fluxes obtained with a simple conversion factor. The conversion factor (CF) is the

ratio between the unabsorbed flux in an defined energy range and the count rate in the

same energy range, and can be used to convert the measured count rate into flux. For

this purpose we consider a source near the aimpoint of the CDFS, because of the PSF

and the high exposure, with high flux to have very reliable fit and low intrinsic absorp-

tion. The ratio between the flux modelled as a simple power laww spectrum without

intrinsic absorption and the count rate corrected for vignetting is the conversion factor.

In particular we have CFsoft=2.14×10−11 erg cnt−1 cm−2 and CFhard=4.88×10−12 erg

cnt−1 cm−2 for the soft and hard band, respectively The comparison between the fluxes

is plotted in Figure 2.11. The agreement between the two measures is good, especially

in the soft band. In the hard we have always lower count rates and higher noise and

therefore the scatter is higher.
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In Figure 2.12 we show the luminosity redshift distribution of all radio sources with an

X-ray counterpart in the soft and hard band. The flux limit of the X-ray surveys do not

let us observe low luminosity galaxies in the high redshift universe, but high luminosity

AGN can be detected in both radio and X-rays up to redshift ∼4.

Finally, we check the consistency of our analysis. In Figure 2.13 we compare our fluxes

with previous works (Tozzi et al., 2009). We selected the sources of the CDFS-4 Ms al-

ready detected in the CDFS-1 Ms, and compared the respective measurements. Again

the scatter is higher in the hard band. This can be due to slightly different calibrations,

but also to intrinsic time variability of the sources. In fact, as we will see in the next

chapter, many sources of the CDFS have been measured as variable AGN sources

and therefore the flux of these objects changes in time. The comparison is in any case

consistent within the calibration errors.
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FIG. 2.11: Comparison between fluxes measured from the spectral fitting or from the
count rates through the conversion factor.
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FIG. 2.12: Luminosity in soft and hard bands versus redshift for all radio sources with
an X-ray counterpart.
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FIG. 2.13: Comparison between fluxes in soft and hard band measured in the CDFS-4
Ms and CDFS-1 Ms surveys.
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TAB. 2.5: X–ray spectral analysis results of sources with radio counterparts in the CDFS
area. X ID are from Xue et al. (2011); z is the spectroscopic or photometric redshift;
Γ is the slope of the intrinsic X-ray emission modelled with a power law; NH is the
column density; L0.5−2keV and L2−10keV are the luminosities in the soft and X-ray band
respectively.

Xue X ID z Γ NH (1022 cm−2) L0.5−2keV erg s−1 L2−10keV erg s−1

16 1.94 2.1 ± 0.4 < 2.27 1.03± 0.19× 1043 1.76± 0.32× 1043

18 2.14 1.2 ± 0.7 64+37
−20 1.04± 0.19× 1043 5.88± 1.09× 1043

23 0.18 1.8 < 1.89 1.82± 0.62× 1040 3.26± 1.11× 1040

27 4.39 1.8 80+31
−24 2.55± 0.67× 1043 2.32± 0.61× 1044

29 2.26 1.8 32+41
−19 7.75± 2.88× 1042 2.24± 0.83× 1043

31 0.86 1.8 6.7+5.9
−3.2 2.41± 0.94× 1042 4.40± 1.71× 1042

34 2.94 1.7 ± 0.4 30+32
−16 4.14± 0.59× 1043 1.74± 0.25× 1044

39 2.81 1.0 ± 0.5 < 8.8 3.03± 0.44× 1042 2.83± 0.41× 1043

45 0.74 1.8 < 0.1 1.19± 0.16× 1041 2.22± 0.31× 1041

48 3.20 1.1 ± 0.3 23+36
−14 4.93± 0.75× 1042 4.64± 0.70× 1043

57 0.56 1.5 ± 0.3 3.8+2.4
−1.8 7.88± 1.10× 1041 2.03± 0.28× 1042

63 0.67 1.4 ± 0.1 < 0.38 1.20± 0.11× 1042 3.21± 0.29× 1042

67 1.99 1.6 ± 0.1 5.0+0.7
−0.6 5.14± 0.13× 1043 1.62± 0.04× 1044

81 0.98 1.8 < 2.13 2.18± 1.66× 1041 3.83± 2.92× 1041

83 1.50 1.0 ± 0.2 14+1
−1 1.76± 0.04× 1043 1.13± 0.03× 1044

97 0.57 1.7 ± 0.1 6.7+0.6
−0.6 6.44± 0.20× 1042 1.22± 0.04× 1043

109 0.72 1.0 ± 0.7 15+6
−3 2.03± 0.24× 1042 1.09± 0.13× 1043

114 1.00 1.8 < 0.0 7.30± 1.09× 1040 1.29± 0.19× 1041

115 1.07 1.8 9.1+11.7
−7.0 7.32± 1.03× 1041 1.33± 0.19× 1042

120 1.02 1.8 < 0.01 1.37± 0.52× 1041 3.44± 1.30× 1041

127 0.77 1.8 < 0.01 1.06± 0.30× 1042 1.73± 0.48× 1042

131 0.03 1.8 14+27
−10 1.30± 0.29× 1039 2.36± 0.52× 1039

132 3.53 1.8 13+9
−8 4.63± 1.27× 1042 2.36± 0.65× 1043

139 1.00 1.0 ± 0.5 1.8+1.2
−0.9 1.38± 0.19× 1042 7.91± 1.06× 1042

140 0.31 1.8 < 0.09 3.78± 0.52× 1040 1.06± 0.15× 1041

141 0.54 1.9 < 0.01 4.79± 0.03× 1043 6.86± 0.04× 1043

151 0.73 2.5 ± 0.2 < 0.07 1.71± 0.19× 1042 1.04± 0.12× 1042

152 0.74 1.8 < 0.81 1.27± 0.17× 1041 2.06± 0.28× 1041

154 0.08 1.8 < 0.11 1.35± 0.58× 1039 2.12± 0.91× 1039

156 1.16 1.8 2.9+1.5
−1.2 1.46± 0.20× 1042 2.89± 0.39× 1042

160 1.26 1.8 ± 0.0 0.94+0.15
−0.15 4.66± 0.08× 1043 8.70± 0.14× 1043

161 0.65 1.8 < 5.26 2.32± 1.59× 1040 9.45± 6.45× 1040

163 1.61 1.8 < 0.78 9.62± 2.84× 1041 2.25± 0.66× 1042

166 1.62 1.7 ± 0.0 < 0.12 5.11± 0.08× 1043 1.31± 0.02× 1044

164 0.42 1.8 < 0.35 2.89± 1.15× 1040 5.92± 2.36× 1040

168 0.18 1.4 ± 0.1 < 0.07 9.34± 0.55× 1040 2.81± 0.16× 1041

174 0.58 1.8 1.1+1.6
−0.9 1.06± 0.42× 1041 1.81± 0.72× 1041

180 1.03 1.4 ± 0.1 2.6+0.8
−0.8 2.82± 0.14× 1042 8.86± 0.44× 1042

193 0.61 1.6 ± 0.1 2.2+0.3
−0.3 6.43± 0.15× 1042 1.43± 0.03× 1043

197 2.68 1.6 ± 0.3 21+18
−14 1.46± 0.21× 1043 6.32± 0.92× 1043

198 0.74 1.0 ± 0.5 18+7
−3 1.48± 0.12× 1042 8.15± 0.65× 1042

202 2.08 1.8 5.5+4.8
−3.4 1.55± 0.37× 1042 4.11± 0.99× 1042

217 0.24 1.8 0.65+0.27
−0.23 4.87± 0.60× 1040 8.03± 1.00× 1040

226 1.41 1.8 33+46
−21 1.25± 0.47× 1042 3.21± 1.22× 1042
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Xue X ID z Γ NH (1022 cm−2) L0.5−2keV erg s−1 L2−10keV erg s−1

228 0.66 1.8 < 0.09 1.41± 0.23× 1041 3.85± 0.62× 1041

229 1.32 2.0 ± 0.0 < 0.09 1.02± 0.02× 1044 1.55± 0.02× 1044

241 0.57 1.8 ± 0.0 < 0.02 5.13± 0.10× 1042 7.49± 0.15× 1042

243 1.10 1.6 ± 0.1 19+2
−2 2.87± 0.08× 1043 7.44± 0.20× 1043

244 2.28 1.8 < 2.11 5.32± 0.79× 1041 1.53± 0.23× 1042

249 0.12 1.8 < 0.65 3.02± 0.81× 1039 4.74± 1.27× 1039

250 0.73 1.8 < 0.03 3.42± 0.46× 1041 5.51± 0.75× 1041

251 0.67 1.8 < 0.01 1.53± 0.43× 1042 2.55± 0.72× 1042

257 1.54 1.0 ± 0.3 28+2
8 6.75± 0.29× 1042 4.49± 0.19× 1043

262 3.66 1.0 ± 0.3 41+14
−9 3.53± 0.31× 1042 4.85± 0.43× 1043

271 0.76 1.8 < 0.01 1.92± 0.65× 1041 3.41± 1.12× 1041

273 1.98 1.8 6.9+8.1
−5.9 1.38± 0.20× 1042 3.53± 0.50× 1042

274 0.23 1.8 < 0.10 3.23± 0.62× 1040 7.74± 1.48× 1040

279 1.22 1.8 < 0.10 9.49± 4.74× 1040 2.64± 1.32× 1041

287 0.68 1.8 < 0.95 1.02± 0.47× 1041 1.64± 0.76× 1041

289 0.67 1.8 < 0.32 6.50± 2.89× 1040 1.19± 0.53× 1041

290 2.83 1.5 ± 0.3 63+43
−33 1.21± 0.13× 1043 6.42± 0.69× 1043

292 0.52 1.8 < 0.06 1.00± 0.24× 1041 1.76± 0.42× 1041

299 2.12 1.8 < 3.56 9.07± 1.22× 1041 2.91± 0.39× 1042

300 0.20 1.8 0.37+0.37
−0.26 2.29± 0.62× 1040 3.68± 1.00× 1040

305 2.62 1.8 2.9+3.0
−2.5 3.42± 0.51× 1042 1.16± 0.17× 1043

311 0.74 1.8 < 0.36 1.69± 0.31× 1041 5.06± 0.92× 1041

314 1.64 1.8 < 1.68 1.33± 0.43× 1042 3.74± 1.22× 1042

316 0.66 1.8 < 1.82 5.08± 0.65× 1040 1.13± 0.14× 1041

321 1.03 1.8 305+162
−115 1.75± 0.78× 1043 3.15± 1.41× 1043

322 0.58 1.8 < 0.85 1.04± 0.18× 1041 1.63± 0.28× 1041

324 0.12 1.8 < 1.95 1.75± 0.55× 1040 3.41± 1.07× 1040

327 0.53 1.7 ± 0.1 < 0.06 1.81± 0.06× 1042 3.43± 0.12× 1042

329 1.05 1.0 ± 1.0 12+141
−5 1.29± 0.27× 1042 7.85± 1.61× 1042

330 0.58 1.8 0.96+0.89
−0.73 1.46± 0.55× 1041 2.72± 1.02× 1041

343 1.09 2.3 ± 0.5 48+28
−26 2.49± 0.35× 1043 2.33± 0.32× 1043

344 1.62 1.9 ± 0.1 0.33+0.34
−0.31 2.85± 0.08× 1043 5.59± 0.15× 1043

348 2.54 1.8 < 2.03 1.35± 0.45× 1042 4.31± 1.44× 1042

349 0.90 1.8 < 0.32 1.71± 0.29× 1041 3.95± 0.66× 1041

367 1.03 2.3 ± 0.0 < 0.01 1.10± 0.01× 1044 9.44± 0.11× 1043

383 1.10 1.8 < 0.60 1.61± 0.56× 1041 6.12± 2.11× 1041

385 0.25 1.8 < 1.34 1.23± 0.21× 1040 2.74± 0.46× 1040

387 0.21 1.8 < 0.10 4.49± 1.56× 1040 7.04± 2.44× 1040

391 0.74 1.8 ± 0.1 < 0.12 6.42± 0.51× 1041 1.05± 0.08× 1042

393 0.22 1.7 ± 0.1 0.27+0.14
−0.07 8.31± 0.46× 1040 1.64± 0.09× 1041

396 0.62 1.5 ± 0.1 < 0.11 2.34± 0.11× 1042 5.99± 0.28× 1042

407 0.64 1.8 0.71+0.71
−0.56 3.52± 0.59× 1041 6.13± 1.03× 1041

413 0.08 2.7 ± 0.1 < 0.01 1.10± 0.06× 1040 4.67± 0.26× 1039

418 0.08 2.1 ± 0.1 < 0.01 8.51± 0.52× 1039 8.30± 0.51× 1039

420 0.96 2.0 ± 0.1 < 0.06 5.65± 0.19× 1042 8.09± 0.27× 1042

429 1.04 1.0 ± 2.9 < 0.10 3.87± 0.66× 1041 3.05± 0.51× 1042

435 2.22 1.8 < 0.38 1.72± 0.32× 1042 4.82± 0.89× 1042

436 1.61 1.8 302+268
−141 1.36± 0.63× 1043 3.03± 1.40× 1043

453 0.67 1.8 < 0.16 1.38± 0.46× 1041 2.46± 0.82× 1041
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Xue X ID z Γ NH (1022 cm−2) L0.5−2keV erg s−1 L2−10keV erg s−1

460 3.62 1.8 14+67
−14 2.02± 0.64× 1042 1.18± 0.37× 1043

467 1.38 1.8 12+29
−11 4.79± 3.20× 1041 1.12± 0.75× 1042

469 3.00 1.7 ± 0.4 27+22
−13 1.58± 0.28× 1043 6.73± 1.18× 1043

473 0.66 2.0 ± 0.1 3.7+0.5
−0.4 2.97± 0.09× 1043 3.28± 0.10× 1043

474 1.97 1.8 < 9.1 6.91± 1.27× 1041 2.61± 0.48× 1042

476 1.11 1.8 < 1.57 1.78± 0.92× 1041 3.29± 1.70× 1041

483 0.04 1.8 < 0.15 4.93± 0.79× 1038 7.73± 1.24× 1038

490 2.58 1.8 61+35
−18 7.45± 1.35× 1042 2.81± 0.51× 1043

500 0.55 1.8 < 0.14 1.38± 0.21× 1041 2.43± 0.38× 1041

499 1.61 1.6 ± 0.1 < 1.45 2.22± 0.19× 1042 7.46± 0.65× 1042

510 0.52 1.8 < 1.01 7.03± 2.31× 1040 1.69± 0.55× 1041

507 0.13 1.8 < 0.50 5.56± 2.50× 1039 2.32± 1.05× 1040

517 1.62 1.8 < 1.90 4.20± 1.64× 1041 1.20± 0.47× 1042

518 1.60 2.1 ± 0.0 2.0+0.2
−0.2 1.23± 0.02× 1044 1.75± 0.03× 1044

519 2.44 1.8 33+20
−15 5.86± 2.62× 1042 1.80± 0.80× 1043

521 3.42 1.8 < 29.3 2.07± 0.28× 1042 9.97± 1.37× 1042

530 0.74 1.8 < 0.28 1.00± 0.15× 1041 2.09± 0.31× 1041

531 0.24 1.8 < 1.56 7.49± 2.42× 1039 1.18± 0.38× 1040

533 0.30 1.5 ± 0.1 3.1+0.2
−0.2 4.93± 0.08× 1042 1.23± 0.02× 1043

542 0.69 1.8 1.6+2.0
−1.3 2.39± 0.84× 1041 4.30± 1.52× 1041

546 3.06 1.5 ± 0.1 42+5
−5 5.00± 0.16× 1043 2.81± 0.09× 1044

556 0.62 1.0 ± 0.2 2.3+0.4
−0.2 1.71± 0.07× 1042 9.13± 0.38× 1042

566 0.15 1.8 < 0.15 2.04± 0.73× 1040 5.53± 1.97× 1040

569 0.66 1.8 0.80+0.69
−0.53 8.37± 2.03× 1041 1.35± 0.33× 1042

582 0.28 2.8 ± 0.8 < 0.28 4.48± 0.44× 1040 1.60± 0.16× 1040

590 0.41 2.0 ± 0.2 < 0.11 1.70± 0.15× 1041 2.14± 0.19× 1041

595 0.71 1.8 < 0.40 1.78± 0.75× 1041 3.82± 1.61× 1041

596 0.21 1.8 < 0.14 6.24± 2.00× 1039 1.20± 0.38× 1040

597 0.46 1.8 < 0.08 6.67± 0.76× 1040 1.20± 0.14× 1041

598 0.44 1.8 < 0.18 4.44± 0.61× 1040 6.96± 0.95× 1040

609 0.10 1.8 < 0.07 8.63± 0.93× 1039 2.08± 0.22× 1040

612 1.99 1.8 44+19
−17 6.54± 3.72× 1042 1.83± 1.04× 1043

617 1.10 1.8 6.5+2.4
−2.1 5.27± 0.98× 1041 1.01± 0.19× 1042

623 0.73 1.8 < 0.40 3.83± 0.96× 1041 6.15± 1.54× 1041

626 0.98 1.7 ± 0.0 1.8+0.1
−0.1 6.73± 0.08× 1043 1.28± 0.01× 1044

629 0.67 1.6 ± 0.1 2.1+0.6
−0.5 1.89± 0.11× 1042 4.16± 0.24× 1042

631 1.12 1.8 < 0.89 3.26± 0.41× 1041 6.49± 0.81× 1041

634 0.55 1.0 ± 0.8 4.1+2.9
−1.3 7.00± 1.00× 1041 3.83± 0.55× 1042

638 0.34 1.8 < 0.09 3.51± 0.84× 1040 5.77± 1.38× 1040

644 0.97 1.8 < 0.72 1.41± 0.32× 1042 2.48± 0.55× 1042

652 1.02 2.3 ± 0.3 1.5+1.4
−0.9 5.12± 0.56× 1042 4.77± 0.52× 1042

654 0.53 1.8 < 0.30 9.49± 3.60× 1040 1.49± 0.56× 1041

656 1.37 1.8 16+11
−7 1.80± 0.96× 1042 3.64± 1.95× 1042

658 0.98 1.7 ± 0.4 16+1
8 4.33± 0.98× 1042 8.63± 1.95× 1042

671 0.37 1.8 < 0.28 8.50± 2.65× 1040 1.47± 0.46× 1041

681 0.73 1.8 ± 0.1 < 0.04 6.74± 0.20× 1042 1.03± 0.03× 1043

682 1.15 1.8 1.8+4.2
−1.8 6.49± 0.76× 1041 1.33± 0.16× 1042

683 1.20 2.0 ± 0.1 17+2
−1 4.07± 0.16× 1043 6.13± 0.25× 1043

695 0.62 1.7 ± 0.1 < 0.04 2.10± 0.09× 1042 4.09± 0.17× 1042
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Xue X ID z Γ NH (1022 cm−2) L0.5−2keV erg s−1 L2−10keV erg s−1

698 3.10 1.8 ± 0.1 2.9+1.1
−0.9 8.64± 0.23× 1043 3.55± 0.09× 1044

700 3.69 1.8 ± 0.2 3.5+6.6
−3.5 1.97± 0.27× 1043 1.12± 0.15× 1044

706 0.89 2.8 ± 2.2 93+31
−27 1.01± 0.31× 1044 4.19± 1.30× 1043

712 0.52 1.0 ± 0.7 0.81+1.42
−0.75 4.04± 0.71× 1041 2.31± 0.41× 1042

719 0.22 1.8 < 0.31 4.33± 1.54× 1040 6.80± 2.41× 1040

722 0.73 2.8 ± 1.0 25+5
−6 6.01± 0.93× 1043 2.28± 0.35× 1043

726 0.52 1.5 ± 0.2 0.56+0.47
−0.38 1.25± 0.11× 1042 3.18± 0.27× 1042

727 0.18 1.8 < 0.14 2.63± 1.15× 1040 4.24± 1.86× 1040

728 1.03 1.7 ± 0.1 < 0.05 1.89± 0.05× 1043 3.93± 0.11× 1043

731 0.56 1.8 < 0.75 2.63± 0.60× 1041 5.06± 1.16× 1041
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TAB. 2.6: X–ray spectral analysis of sources with radio counterparts in the complementary
area covered by the E-CDFS survey. X ID is the source ID from the catalog of Lehmer et al.
(2005). z is the spectroscopic or photometric redshift; Γ is the slope of the intrinsic X-ray
emission modelled with a power law; NH is the column density; L0.5−2keV and L2−10keV are
the luminosities in the soft and X-ray band respectively.

Lehmer X ID z Γ NH (1022 cm−2) L0.5−2keV erg s−1 L2−10keV erg s−1

7 1.37 2.0 ± 0.1 0.71+0.30
−0.28 2.65± 0.09× 1044 4.27± 0.14× 1044

10 1.00 1.8 < 0.59 3.47± 0.98× 1042 7.25± 2.04× 1042

26 1.00 2.4 ± 0.3 0.71+0.67
−0.53 5.67± 0.60× 1043 4.32± 0.45× 1043

27 0.71 1.8 8.3+3.5
−4.2 7.57± 1.46× 1042 1.26± 0.24× 1043

29 0.54 1.8 2.6+1.2
−1.0 2.61± 0.61× 1042 4.28± 1.00× 1042

32 0.53 1.8 3.2+0.7
−0.6 4.79± 0.55× 1042 7.67± 0.88× 1042

45 3.41 1.8 5.2+4.4
−2.6 8.38± 0.92× 1043 4.19± 0.46× 1044

46 1.18 2.3 ± 0.2 < 0.84 4.76± 0.42× 1043 4.77± 0.42× 1043

47 0.54 2.1 ± 0.2 5.5+0.9
−0.8 3.86± 0.21× 1043 4.08± 0.22× 1043

50 1.86 1.8 38+11
−10 5.58± 1.06× 1043 1.45± 0.28× 1044

51 4.50 1.8 < 6.69 1.71± 0.35× 1043 1.72± 0.36× 1044

66 0.68 1.8 < 0.14 6.73± 2.35× 1041 1.06± 0.37× 1042

72 0.69 1.8 0.53+0.35
−0.30 8.97± 0.97× 1042 1.46± 0.16× 1043

74 0.18 1.8 < 0.09 1.46± 0.11× 1040 2.96± 0.22× 1040

75 0.75 1.8 2.7+1.8
−1.6 4.20± 1.14× 1042 8.08± 2.19× 1042

79 0.97 1.8 13+5
−3 1.10± 0.24× 1043 1.92± 0.42× 1043

82 0.14 1.8 < 0.07 1.12± 0.39× 1040 2.13± 0.75× 1040

91 0.93 1.8 < 0.74 9.29± 3.29× 1041 1.61± 0.57× 1042

93 0.66 1.8 15+10
−9 2.55± 0.81× 1042 4.00± 1.27× 1042

94 1.35 2.5 ± 0.2 0.91+0.64
−0.55 1.26± 0.08× 1044 9.95± 0.66× 1043

104 2.47 1.8 43+18
−14 2.77± 0.74× 1043 8.57± 2.28× 1043

107 0.19 1.8 6.5+7.7
−2.5 2.53± 0.68× 1041 4.03± 1.09× 1041

118 0.47 1.5 ± 0.1 0.87+0.23
−0.21 8.37± 0.39× 1042 2.05± 0.10× 1043

121 2.72 1.8 8.7+3.7
−3.9 3.52± 0.51× 1043 1.21± 0.17× 1044

124 1.00 1.8 4.2+0.8
−0.7 2.04± 0.21× 1043 3.62± 0.37× 1043

135 0.39 1.8 < 0.01 1.56± 1.21× 1041 2.44± 1.89× 1041

136 1.27 1.5 ± 0.3 7.1+2.6
−2.3 2.40± 0.21× 1043 7.76± 0.68× 1043

140 0.47 1.8 0.8+5.0
−0.7 2.67± 0.67× 1041 7.61± 1.95× 1041

141 0.31 1.8 1.1+1.1
−0.8 2.71± 1.37× 1041 4.25± 2.15× 1041

146 0.06 1.8 4.8+3.3
−2.2 9.86± 3.52× 1039 1.55± 0.55× 1040

148 1.00 1.8 0.87+0.96
−0.76 5.04± 2.29× 1042 9.58± 4.36× 1042

174 1.22 1.8 2.5+0.5
−0.8 1.98± 0.20× 1043 3.84± 0.39× 1043

177 1.00 1.8 2.8+5.5
−2.8 1.59± 0.71× 1042 2.83± 1.26× 1042

184 1.32 1.9 ± 0.2 < 0.67 3.37± 0.25× 1043 5.81± 0.43× 1043

188 1.28 1.8 23+6
−5 3.02± 0.43× 1043 5.95± 0.84× 1043

201 0.15 1.8 4.1+1.3
−1.0 1.47± 0.27× 1041 2.30± 0.42× 1041

205 2.06 1.8 < 9.5 2.88± 1.05× 1042 1.22± 0.44× 1043

213 0.41 1.8 < 0.88 2.81± 0.81× 1041 4.40± 1.27× 1041

222 0.68 1.8 4.3+3.1
−2.2 2.05± 0.45× 1042 3.24± 0.71× 1042

224 2.43 1.8 < 20.5 1.32± 0.28× 1043 4.97± 1.06× 1043

235 1.38 1.8 < 0.10 8.13± 1.47× 1042 1.66± 0.30× 1043

254 0.27 1.8 < 0.05 6.65± 0.65× 1041 1.08± 0.11× 1042

265 1.01 1.2 ± 0.4 13+5
−4 1.59± 0.16× 1043 6.37± 0.63× 1043

268 1.00 1.8 3.3+1.6
−1.4 8.08± 1.97× 1042 1.46± 0.36× 1043
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Lehmer X ID z Γ NH (1022 cm−2) L0.5−2keV erg s−1 L2−10keV erg s−1

278 0.96 1.8 6.3+2.8
−2.1 1.19± 0.44× 1043 2.16± 0.79× 1043

282 1.00 1.8 3.2+0.8
−0.7 2.29± 0.26× 1043 4.06± 0.47× 1043

289 0.96 1.7 ± 0.2 0.70+0.61
−0.52 3.04± 0.22× 1043 6.43± 0.47× 1043

293 0.34 1.8 1.8+1.2
−1.1 4.50± 1.44× 1041 7.06± 2.26× 1041

307 1.94 1.8 28+7
−7 4.97± 0.73× 1043 1.26± 0.19× 1044

315 1.00 1.8 < 1.21 3.40± 1.01× 1042 6.40± 1.91× 1042

319 3.53 1.8 19+8
−6 8.00± 1.32× 1043 4.09± 0.68× 1044

321 0.61 1.6 ± 0.1 < 0.02 3.77± 0.11× 1043 7.54± 0.21× 1043

330 3.16 1.8 24+14
−10 1.38± 0.28× 1044 5.82± 1.18× 1044

333 1.04 1.8 < 0.80 7.12± 1.56× 1042 1.29± 0.28× 1043

379 0.73 1.9 ± 0.0 0.11+0.03
−0.06 1.26± 0.02× 1044 1.76± 0.03× 1044

381 0.53 2.1 ± 0.1 < 0.05 1.34± 0.06× 1043 1.39± 0.06× 1043

385 0.53 1.9 ± 0.1 0.27+0.07
−0.07 8.27± 0.18× 1043 1.08± 0.02× 1044

398 1.95 1.8 ± 0.1 < 0.13 3.27± 0.11× 1044 8.32± 0.28× 1044

421 2.86 1.8 < 20.4 2.87± 1.15× 1043 1.06± 0.42× 1044

419 0.65 1.1 ± 0.2 < 0.20 3.00± 0.25× 1042 1.38± 0.12× 1043

437 1.00 1.0 ± 0.4 3.3+1.1
−0.7 1.45± 0.09× 1043 8.34± 0.53× 1043

445 0.28 1.8 < 0.44 8.15± 3.11× 1040 1.28± 0.49× 1041

460 0.10 1.8 < 0.06 1.46± 0.42× 1040 2.28± 0.65× 1040

461 0.15 1.8 < 0.11 1.29± 0.49× 1040 2.43± 0.92× 1040

470 0.68 1.8 < 0.77 1.70± 0.40× 1042 2.87± 0.68× 1042

504 0.15 1.8 < 0.02 2.88± 0.62× 1040 5.08± 1.10× 1040

506 2.12 1.8 7.2+5.1
−3.4 3.62± 0.71× 1043 1.02± 0.20× 1044

508 0.27 1.8 < 0.19 1.05± 0.21× 1041 1.65± 0.33× 1041

517 1.35 2.2 ± 0.2 < 0.56 4.10± 0.35× 1043 4.67± 0.40× 1043

532 2.01 1.9 ± 0.1 < 0.64 1.79± 0.08× 1044 4.09± 0.18× 1044

535 1.02 1.8 20+9
−6 7.19± 1.86× 1042 1.28± 0.33× 1043

538 0.20 2.2 ± 0.2 2.3+0.5
−0.5 2.20± 0.15× 1042 2.02± 0.14× 1042

546 0.71 1.8 1.9+1.7
−1.5 1.45± 0.42× 1042 2.35± 0.69× 1042

552 0.62 1.8 < 0.27 2.55± 0.33× 1042 4.05± 0.53× 1042

555 1.08 1.8 < 7.6 1.26± 0.61× 1042 2.31± 1.12× 1042

557 0.30 1.8 < 0.10 4.39± 0.30× 1040 6.88± 0.47× 1040

583 1.00 1.8 < 10 1.10± 0.94× 1042 1.95± 1.67× 1042

584 2.07 1.8 3.0+1.2
−1.1 4.95± 0.45× 1043 1.35± 0.12× 1044

588 2.58 1.4 ± 0.2 < 0.79 4.99± 0.34× 1043 2.60± 0.18× 1044

587 0.67 1.8 < 3.52 2.96± 1.85× 1041 4.64± 2.90× 1041

599 0.25 1.8 < 0.26 4.57± 3.89× 1040 1.66± 1.41× 1041

600 1.30 1.8 6.1+2.3
−2.0 1.74± 0.43× 1043 3.67± 0.91× 1043

606 1.12 1.8 157+54
−51 6.49± 1.79× 1043 1.20± 0.33× 1044

607 1.18 1.8 < 3.25 2.63± 0.66× 1042 4.99± 1.24× 1042

609 0.93 1.8 295+157
−92 7.78± 4.72× 1043 1.35± 0.82× 1044

611 2.56 2.0 ± 0.1 < 0.32 2.13± 0.10× 1044 5.65± 0.28× 1044

612 0.21 1.8 18+26
−8 8.36± 1.53× 1041 1.40± 0.26× 1042

616 1.21 1.8 5.1+1.9
−1.8 1.53± 0.20× 1043 3.09± 0.41× 1043

617 0.68 1.8 < 1.65 7.06± 2.94× 1041 1.37± 0.57× 1042

623 0.50 1.8 < 1.63 3.14± 2.50× 1041 5.21± 4.14× 1041

632 0.36 1.8 < 1.75 2.36± 0.89× 1041 3.85± 1.46× 1041

634 0.09 1.8 < 0.26 1.56± 0.52× 1040 2.45± 0.81× 1040

637 1.79 1.8 30+14
−7 3.10± 0.91× 1043 8.31± 2.44× 1043
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Lehmer X ID z Γ NH (1022 cm−2) L0.5−2keV erg s−1 L2−10keV erg s−1

639 0.15 1.8 < 0.21 9.20± 4.30× 1039 1.47± 0.69× 1040

646 0.64 1.8 < 0.94 3.17± 1.41× 1041 5.93± 2.65× 1041

655 1.03 1.8 26+12
−7 1.99± 0.39× 1043 3.69± 0.72× 1043

657 0.14 1.8 < 0.09 2.46± 0.78× 1040 5.34± 1.69× 1040

658 0.81 1.8 3.5+1.1
−1.0 7.18± 1.44× 1042 1.25± 0.25× 1043

664 0.13 1.8 < 0.01 1.16± 0.17× 1041 1.83± 0.27× 1041

669 0.13 2.8 ± 0.7 < 0.02 2.55± 0.28× 1041 9.10± 0.99× 1040

674 1.16 1.8 < 0.76 2.67± 0.62× 1042 5.03± 1.18× 1042

680 1.39 1.8 1.9+1.4
−1.0 2.00± 0.24× 1043 4.10± 0.50× 1043

695 0.52 1.9 ± 0.5 17+5
−4 1.50± 0.16× 1043 2.24± 0.24× 1043

697 0.45 1.8 1.1+0.4
−0.4 2.28± 0.40× 1042 3.72± 0.66× 1042

700 2.17 2.3 ± 0.2 0.35+1.05
−0.35 1.39± 0.10× 1044 2.20± 0.16× 1044

711 2.49 1.8 11+7
−5 3.30± 0.69× 1043 1.08± 0.22× 1044

712 0.84 1.9 ± 0.1 < 0.07 1.27± 0.03× 1044 1.82± 0.04× 1044

716 0.76 2.2 ± 0.1 < 0.09 4.85± 0.20× 1043 4.36± 0.18× 1043

723 2.60 2.0 ± 0.2 < 1.84 1.01± 0.08× 1044 2.59± 0.20× 1044

725 1.31 2.0 ± 0.1 < 0.16 1.35± 0.05× 1044 2.08± 0.08× 1044

738 0.86 2.5 ± 0.5 14+5
−4 1.18± 0.17× 1044 7.54± 1.09× 1043

743 0.51 1.8 2.4+1.2
−0.9 1.73± 0.27× 1042 2.72± 0.42× 1042

746 0.97 1.8 77+49
−38 2.53± 1.20× 1043 4.47± 2.12× 1043

748 1.15 1.8 < 1.72 5.06± 1.76× 1042 9.68± 3.37× 1042

750 1.21 1.8 < 1.78 1.27± 0.23× 1043 2.42± 0.44× 1043

752 3.34 1.8 < 5.45 4.58± 1.44× 1043 2.18± 0.69× 1044



Chapter 3

Star Forming Galaxies in the CDFS

Our goal is to identify sources powered by star formation in the radio and X-ray bands.

We know that both radio and X-ray source populations are dominated in number by

AGN at high flux densities. However, in both bands the fraction of SF galaxies increase

and become dominant toward low fluxes (see Padovani et al. 2009, 2011; Xue et al.

2011). Therefore, we expect to find a significant number of SFG in our data set. We

adopt a conservative criterion by requiring each source to be dominated by star forma-

tion processes both in the radio and the X-ray band. Our definition of SFG may not

be in agreement with the definition obtained in Padovani et al. (2011), where SFG are

defined as those without any signs of nuclear activity in any band. Since we do not

have the IR information for all sources in our sample, we use only the radio, X-ray and

optical information when available.

3.1 Methods of selection

In order to be classified as a SFG, a source must satisfy several criteria to guarantee

that its emission is dominated by star formation in both bands. Clearly, the X-ray spec-

tral analysis we provide is more stringent than the radio diagnostics. Therefore, we first

apply the X-ray criteria, and then the radio filter.

3.1.1 X-ray criteria

Traditionally, the main criterion to divide SFG from AGN is based on X-ray luminosity,

because of the limited range of emitted power of star forming galaxies. We adopt as

a threshold LX = 1042 erg s−1 in the hard band (2 − 10 keV), where the unabsorbed

57
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X-ray luminosity is obtained from the spectral fit. In Figure 3.1 we show the spectral fits

of three sources with comparable count rates in soft and hard bands, but with clearly

distinct emission features.

The detection of the intrinsic absorption itself is not only useful to compute the real lu-

minosity of an object but is already an important diagnostics. SFGs are characterized

by a power law X-ray spectrum (e.g. bottom panel of Figure 3.1), without significant in-

trinsic absorption (Norman et al., 2004). Therefore, the detection of intrinsic absorption

with a significant confidence level (as in top panel of Figure 3.1 where it is observed a

strong absorption in the soft band of an AGN spectrum) reveals that the X-ray flux is

dominated by nuclear emission (e.g., Alexander et al. 2005; Brightman & Nandra 2011).

In fact, when the X-ray emission is coming from regions distributed across the galaxies,

as in the case of star formation, only a negligible amount of neutral gas screens the

observed emission, as opposed to the case of nuclear emission, where a limited mass

of matter concentrated towards the nucleus can result in a high value of NH . There-

fore we consider as AGN candidates all the sources with a column density higher than

NH > 3× 1021 cm−2 at least at one σ confidence level (e.g. taking as reference Figure

7 in Brightman & Nandra 2011).

As shown in §1.2.1, a strong indicator of nuclear activity is the presence of a K-shell Fe

emission line at 6.4 keV in the source spectra, and it is often found in Seyfert galaxies

(e.g., Nandra & Pounds 1994). By adding an unresolved Gaussian component with

energy E = 6.4/(1 + z) keV, where z is measured by the optical identification, we

are able to identify Fe lines with high significance. The typical equivalent width of this

emission line is 150 eV (Nandra & Pounds, 1994). We cannot identify lines we such a

low EW. Therefore, we decide to search only for the high tail of the distribution of line

strength. As suggested by spectral simulations, we conservatively consider only strong

lines with an equivalent width larger than 1.5 keV, and detected in sources with at least

10 counts in the hard band where Fe is supposed to emit (e.g. middle panel of Figure

3.1).

Another observational window useful to identify AGN is time variability. AGN are ex-

pected to show strong variability in their X-ray light curves, on timescales ranging from

minutes to years. In the X-ray band, AGNs show faster variability than in any other

band, consistent with the origin of X-ray emission from a small region close to the cen-

tral SMBH (Mushotzky et al., 1993). Since the CDFS 4 Ms data have been accumulated

in a time interval of about 11 years, we are able to search for X-ray variability. Clearly,

star formation processes are not expected to show timing variability, except at very low

star formation rates, where single compact sources may dominate the emission (see
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Gilfanov 2004). The lightcurve used to estimate time variability is defined as:

χ2 =
1

Nobs − 1

Nobs∑
i=1

(ni − n)2

σ2i
(3.1)

where Nobs is the number of observations that contain the source, ni and σi are the

number of counts and its error measured in the ith observation after background sub-

traction and exposure correction, and n is the average number of counts extracted from

the stacked observation. We classify as variable objects, and therefore AGN, those

sources whose probability to obtain a χ2 smaller than the measured one is P (χ2) > 97%

(see Paolillo et al. 2004, 2013). The measured timescales range from a day up to sev-

eral months.

Beyond spectral features and their variability, another typical AGN indicator is the X-ray

to optical flux ratio. Using the optical fluxes from the WFI catalog available for the 75%

of X-ray CDFS sources and for 68% of radio E-CDFS sources, we compute the FX/Fopt

ratio, defined as:

Log(FX/Fopt) = Log(F0.5−2keV /Fopt) ≡ Log(F0.5−2keV ) + 0.4R+ 5.71, (3.2)

where R is the R-band magnitude (Szokoly et al., 2004). Sources with Log(FX /Fopt)

> −1 are assumed to be powered by nuclear activity (see Bauer et al. 2002, 2004). For

the sources that have no R-band detection, we use an R-band upper limit.

3.1.2 Radio criteria

As for the radio band, we set an upper limit to the radio power associated with star

forming galaxies equal to LR = 5 × 1023 W Hz−1 (at 1.4 GHz). We check that, if we

adopt the local LX − LR relation (Persic & Rephaeli, 2007; Ranalli et al., 2003), this

limit roughly corresponds to the same star formation rate level implied by the X-ray

luminosity upper limit.

Thanks to two VLA observations we can explore also radio variability. We identify

sources with radio variability by comparing the radio flux densities measured by Keller-

mann et al. (2008) with those from Miller et al. (2012) for the 261 common sources. We

detect radio variability for 38 sources whose difference between the two radio flux den-

sity measurements is larger than three times σ =
√
σ2K + σ2M , where σK and σM are the

1 sigma errors on flux densities in the catalogs of Kellermann and Miller, respectively.
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FIG. 3.1: Examples of X-ray unfolded spectral fitting for different type of source. In
the top panel an absorbed AGN spectrum. An high column density produces an in-
trinsic absorption at soft X-ray energies. In the middle panel an AGN spectrum with a
redshifted Fe emission line. The source has been classified as AGN because of the
emission line, since it has low X-ray luminosity and absorption. In the bottom panel a
power law spectrum of a SF galaxy.
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[!h]

FIG. 3.2: Area distribution of radio sources. The histogram is fitted with a Gaussian
distribution in order to evaluate its standard deviation. The darkest area represents the
2σ tail of the distribution. .

We also have spectral information for a subset of 174 radio sources with 5 GHz fluxes

in the Kellermann et al. (2008) catalog. The radio slope is estimated as:

αR ≡ Log(F1.4GHz/F5GHz), (3.3)

where F1.4GHz and F5GHz are the fluxes at 1.4 GHz and 5 GHz, respectively. As we saw

in §1.1.1, normal spiral galaxies are expected to have an average radio slope of 0.8,

while SN remnants and HII regions have a lower range of αR, extending from 0.5 down

to 0.1 (Gordon et al., 1999). Only very flat spectrum radio sources, with αR < −0.3 (e.g.,

Li et al. 2008), can be classified with confidence as AGN according to this criterion.

Finally, we remove all the obvious radio sources which appear to be the components

of the 17 multiple sources identified in Miller et al. (2013). We also used the source

major and minor axis, measured with a Gaussian fitting, to compute the area size of

each radio source. We fit the source area distribution with a Gaussian fit and evaluate

its standard deviation (Figure 3.2). The average size is 16.13 ± 4.61 arcsec2. We

check visually the optical images of all the sources which are seen as extended at a 3σ

confidence level. This step allows us to identify sources with FRI morphology unless

the diffuse radio emission can be associated with the disc of relatively nearby galaxies.
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3.2 Star forming galaxy candidates

Our data are composed by three sample: objects detected in X-ray and radio bands,

objects detected only in the radio band and objects detected only in the X-ray band. We

define as star forming galaxy a source which does not show any characteristic in X-ray

and radio emission typical of nuclear activity. Therefore, to summarize, if both bands

are available our selection procedure consists in applying the following criteria to the

sources. A SFG must satisfy all these conditions:

• unabsorbed X-ray luminosity in hard band LX (2-10 keV) < 1042 erg s−1;

• intrinsic absorption NH < 3× 1021 cm−2 at 1 σ confidence level;

• no evidence of Fe emission line (EWFe < 1.5 keV) in sources with more than 10

counts in the X-ray hard band;

• no X-ray time variability in the sources of the CDFS-4Ms at 97% confidence level;

• X-ray to optical ratio Log(FX /Fopt) < −1;

• radio power L1.4GHz < 5× 1023 W Hz−1;

• no radio variability between the fluxes measured by Kellermann et al. (2008) and

Miller et al. (2013) at a 3 σ confidence level;

• radio slope αR > −0.3, measured between 1.4 GHz and 5 GHz;

• no evidence in radio image of FR II or FR I morphology.

If a source is not detected in both the radio and X-ray bands, we can use only partial

criteria and we must eventually rely on upper limits.

3.2.1 Properties of radio sources with X–ray counterparts

We perform the X-ray analysis based on the new 4 Ms data in the CDFS for the sources

within 9.5 arcmin of the aimpoint, while we use the E-CDFS data otherwise. Among the

268 radio sources with an X-ray counterpart, 257 (∼ 95%) have a spectroscopic or pho-

tometric redshift. Most of the 11 sources without redshift lie on the edge of the optical

coverage or near high luminosity stars. Therefore, their redshift estimation is very diffi-

cult. We decide to exclude these sources from the analysis. We check a posteriori that

if we include these sources assuming a redshift of 1, which is the average redshift of

our sample, does not affect significantly the analysis. As explained the intrinsic X-ray
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FIG. 3.3: Hard X–ray luminosity versus radio luminosity for all 257 sources detected
both in X-ray and radio, and with measured redshift. The SF galaxy candidate sector
is the bottom left identified with dashed lines. Sources above the luminosity values
indicated by the dashed lines are classified as AGN, while the lower left corner is
populated with a mix of star forming galaxies and low luminosity AGN. Final SFG
sources obtained with our full selection procedure are indicated with filled circles.

emission of the sources is modelled with a power law with slope Γ, which is left free

only for spectra with high count rates, while it is frozen to Γ=1.8 in cases of sources

with fewer counts (as in Tozzi et al. 2006). We model the intrinsic absorption at the red-

shift of the source and the local Galactic absorption is taken into account with a column

density fixed to NH = 8.9 × 1019 cm−2. We include the redshifted K–shell neutral Fe

line modelled as a Gaussian component with zero width at 6.4/(1+ z) keV. We perform

X-ray spectral fits for almost all the sources in our sample, including spectra with a net

number of counts as low as 20. The rest–frame, intrinsic X–ray luminosities are com-

puted in the soft and hard band from the best-fit models, after removing the intrinsic

absorption. In some cases, the measured intrinsic absorption has a large uncertainty

which is accounted for by the statistical error estimated within Xspec. We take into

account this uncertainty when measuring the unabsorbed luminosity and associated

error. The error on the X-ray luminosity includes also the Poissonian uncertainty in the
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total net detected counts. Radio luminosities are computed as:

L1.4GHz = 4πd2LS1.4GHz10
−33(1 + z)αR−1WHz−1, (3.4)

where dL is the luminosity distance in cm, and S1.4GHz is the flux density in mJy, as-

suming an average value of radio slope αR = 0.7.

In Figure 3.3 we plot the intrinsic X–ray 2-10 kev (rest frame) luminosity versus the radio

luminosity for all 257 sources with X–ray and radio detections with measured redshift.

The lower left quadrant with LX < 1042 erg s−1 and LR < 5 × 1023 W Hz−1 provides a

first selection for the star forming galaxy candidates, based on the emitted power (76

sources). We note that there is a large scatter along an apparent correlation between

LX − LR across five orders of magnitudes in luminosity. We also note that the upper

limit on the X-ray luminosity is much more efficient in classifying star forming galaxies

than the threshold on the radio luminosity, since almost all sources screened by radio

luminosity are already screened by the X-ray luminosity criterion, but the opposite is

not true.

In Figure 3.4 we plot the intrinsic absorption versus the hard X-ray luminosity and red-

shift for all the radio sources with X-ray counterpart. Typically AGN can be classified

in two groups on the basis of their X-ray spectra, absorbed and unabsorbed AGNs,

depending whether their intrinsic absorption is above or below the threshold NH = 1022

cm−2. In any case, as we discussed, a firm detection of intrinsic absorption indicates

that the X-ray emission is powered by a nuclear source. Therefore we flag as AGN all

the sources with NH > 3 × 1021 cm−2 at least at one σ confidence level, as shown in

Figures 3.4. Then we check the presence of the Fe K line, measuring equivalent width

of the Gaussian component at 6.4/(1 + z) keV. A detailed X-ray spectral analysis is

important since it allows us to identify as AGN 24 sources of those selected with lumi-

nosity below 1042 erg s−1, 13 because of the intrinsic absorption and 11 because of the

Fe line feature. We remove from our SFG candidates sample all sources with evident

variability in X-ray or radio flux density, rejecting 3 sources in both cases. Optical flux in

the R-band is available for the 87% of our sample (see Figure 3.5). The criterion on the

X-ray to optical flux ratio, Log FX /Fopt. < -1, identifies 3 additional AGN. The criterion

on the radio slope αR > -0.3 does not have any effect when applied after the other

methods. As a further check we verify that no sources have radio morphology typical

of FR I.

We show in Table 3.1 the effect of each single criterion, on the radio sources with X-

ray counterpart. We note that the most effective criterion is the X-ray luminosity, and,

overall, the use of the selection based only on the X-ray data is strong enough to screen
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FIG. 3.4: Intrinsic absorption NH versus hard band intrinsic X-ray luminosity and ver-
sus redshift for all radio sources with an X-ray counterpart. Error bars refer to 1 σ.
Arrows show 1 σ upper limits. The horizontal and vertical dashed lines show the
thresholds in intrinsic absorption and hard X-ray luminosity between AGN and SFG,
respectively.
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FIG. 3.5: X-ray soft flux versus optical R band flux for the radio sources with an X-ray
counterpart. The FX /Fopt. ratios are represented by the diagonal dotted lines. The
dash line FX /Fopt.=-1 is the adopted threshold.

∼ 98% of AGN. To summarize, we classify as star forming galaxies 43 sources out of

257 on the basis of X-ray and radio data.

We compare our classification method with that of Padovani et al. (2009) and Mainieri

et al. (2008) for the 73 sources we have in common. In Padovani et al. (2009) and

Padovani et al. (2011), the classification method relies also on optical and IR photom-

etry, and, when available, optical spectroscopy and morphology. Among the sample of

star forming galaxy candidates, 6 sources are identified as objects powered by nuclear

activity by Padovani et al. (2009). These 6 sources are classified as AGN by criteria or

bands not available for all our sample, where additional signatures of nuclear activity

may be observed. In particular they use the IR band to calculate the q ratio between

the far-IR and the radio 1.4 GHz flux densities:

q = log[(FIR/3.75× 1012)/S1.4GHz]. (3.5)

All these sources have a q ratio lower than 1.7, the nominal dividing value between

SFGs (q > 1.7) and AGNs (q < 1.7). We decide to keep these sources in our SF candi-

date sample, since both X-ray and radio data are still consistent with being powered by

star formation only. In any case, the exclusion of these sources does not significantly
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Selection criterion SFG AGN
X-ray luminosity 78 179
Column density 131 126
Fe line 229 28
X-ray variability 212 45
FX /Fopt 148 109
All X-ray criteria 47 210
Radio luminosity 172 85
Radio variabilitya 99 15
All radio criteria 164 93
All criteria 43 214

aThe numbers refer only to the sample with
this information available.

TAB. 3.1: SFG and AGN are the number of galaxies identified as powered by star for-
mation or nuclear activity, respectively, in the sample of 257 sources detected in both
bands, by each single selection criterion.

modify our results. The sources constituting the final sample are shown in Figure 3.3.

3.2.2 Star forming galaxy candidates with X-ray detection only

In the sample of X-ray sources without radio detections we can clearly apply only the

X-ray criteria. In the 4 Ms and E–CDFS catalogs there are respectively 564 and 587

sources detected only in the X–ray band. Excluding common detections in the two

catalogs in the central part of the field, and the 10 sources already classified as stars,

there are 1074 X–ray extragalactic sources with no radio counterpart in the E–CDFS

area. Among them, 899 (∼ 83 %) have optical spectroscopic or photometric redshifts.

For these sources we can apply the same criteria based on LX and the properties ex-

tracted from the spectral analysis, NH , the equivalent width of the Fe line and FX /FOpt.

Given the negligible effect of the upper limit on the radio luminosity used in §3.2.1, we

notice that these sources are selected with essentially the same criteria as those with

a radio counterpart except for radio variability.

The intrinsic absorption of the sample of sources detected only in the X-ray is shown

in Figure 3.6. In the subsample of 899 sources with known redshift, 208 (∼23%) have

an X–ray luminosity below 1042 erg s−1. It is also evident that larger values of intrinsic

absorption becomes common at high luminosity. Applying the criteria based on X-ray

hard luminosity, intrinsic absorption, Fe K line presence, variability and the FX /Fopt. ra-

tio, using the R-band magnitudes from Xue et al. (2011) and Lehmer et al. (2005), we

identify 70 SF galaxy candidates. A further subsample of 3 sources without a redshift
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would have X-ray properties consistent with star forming processes, assuming an av-

erage redshift z=1. Therefore we add 73 sources classified as SF galaxy candidates,

with upper limits in the radio band obtained by measuring flux density in the VLA image

at the position of the X-ray source (see Miller et al. 2012). For these sources we use

3σ radio upper limits at the X-ray position, and we will take them into account in the

censored data analysis of the LR-LX correlation in section 3.3.

3.2.3 Star forming galaxy candidate with radio detection only

In this section we analyse all the radio sources with no X-ray detections in the E-CDFS.

All sources with 4 < S/N < 5 are excluded since, without an X-ray, optical or IR counter-

part, they are not considered reliable. In our radio catalog (S/N > 5) we find 705 single

sources, excluding multiple components, with radio-only detections. Among them 423

(∼ 60 %) have spectroscopic or photometric redshifts. We evaluate the X-ray upper

limits of these sources by performing photometry in the radio source coordinates on

the X-ray image after removing all the X-ray detected sources. Then we use the previ-

ously calculated conversion factors between the vignetting-corrected count rate and the

flux, assuming a simple power law spectrum without intrinsic absorption, to evaluate the

luminosity at each radio source position. Due to the impossibility of performing a com-

plete spectral analysis we cannot rely on additional X-ray indicators of nuclear activity

such as a strong absorption and the Fe emission line. We select as star forming galaxy

candidates 117 objects with radio luminosity lower than 5× 1023 W Hz−1 and 3 σ upper

limit on X-ray luminosity lower than 1042 erg s−1. We removed 4 sources showing radio

variability and 2 because of the presence of jets. We also checked for consistency with

the multiwavelength classification obtained in Padovani et al. (2009, 2011) for a sub-

sample of these sources. We find a total of 9 SF galaxies in the radio only sample that

were classified as AGNs in Padovani et al. (2011). A total of 111 objects with redshifts

are selected among the radio only sample. We are more conservative in this sample,

requiring that each source has low luminosity X-ray upper limit, but we are aware that it

can still be affected by AGN contamination.

3.3 The LR-LX correlation for SF galaxies at high redshift

We selected SF galaxy candidates by requiring that both X-ray and radio properties are

consistent with being powered by star formation. This is clearly a conservative estimate,

since the presence of nuclear emission in one band implies the rejection of the sources,

even if, in principle, the emission in the other band may not be contaminated by the
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FIG. 3.6: Intrinsic absorption NH versus hard band X-ray luminosity in the sample
of X-ray sources with no detection in the radio band. Error bars refer to 1 σ. The
horizontal dashed line shows the threshold between AGN and SFG, NH = 3 × 1021

cm−2, while the vertical one shows the nominal dividing X-ray power between star
forming galaxies and AGN.
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FIG. 3.7: Redshift distribution of star forming galaxy candidates selected in the three
samples of sources. The solid line is the histogram of sources detected in both X-ray
and radio bands. The dashed line is the histogram of sources detected only in the
X-ray band and the dot-dashed line is the histogram of sources detected only in the
radio band. The shaded histogram is the distribution of the total sample.

nuclear emission. For example, in Padovani et al. (2011), several sources classified

as radio quiet AGN have been found consistent with being powered by star formation

in the radio band. We do not aim at obtaining a complete census of star formation,

therefore we remark that our selection does not allow us to trace directly the cosmic

star formation rate.

We know that radio and X-ray emissions are expected to be correlated for star forming

galaxies. To investigate the LR-LX relation at high redshift we use the sample of 43 star

forming galaxies with detections in both bands, together with the 73 sources detected

in the X-ray band only and the 111 detected only in the radio.

We first calculate the correlation in our sample of X-ray-radio detected sources with the

Spearman correlation coefficient:

ρ =

∑
i(xi − x)(ri − r)√∑

i(xi − x)2
∑

i(ri − r)2
, (3.6)

where xi and ri represent the X-ray and radio values. We find a strong correlation, with

a Spearman rank ρ = 0.75 and a null hypothesis probability of 6×10−9, over almost
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FIG. 3.8: Radio X-ray luminosity relation for all the star forming candidates. The open
circles are the radio sources with X-ray counterparts. Error bars refer to 1 σ. The
arrows are the radio and X-ray 1 σ upper limits, respectively. The four lines shows
Eqs. 3.7-3.10. The solid line is the best-fitting of the data detected in both bands
assuming a slope of unity. The short dashed line is the linear fit of matches without a
fixed slope. The dot-short-dashed line is the fit using also the sources detected only
in the X-ray band with upper limits in the radio band.The dot-long-dashed line is the fit
using also the sources detected only in the radio band with upper limits in the X-ray
band.

three orders of magnitude for the sources detected in both bands.

Assuming a linear relation with the slope fixed to unity (Figure 3.8), similar to what was
done by Ranalli et al. (2003), we find

Log(L2−10keV ) = Log(L1.4GHz) + 18.60± 0.44, (3.7)

where L2−10keV is in erg s−1 and L1.4GHz is in W Hz−1.

If we do not fix the slope we find,

Log(L2−10keV ) = (1.04± 0.05)× Log(L1.4GHz) + (17.68± 1.15) (3.8)
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where we perform two least-squares regressions assuming alternatively L2−10keV or

L1.4GHz as independent variable, and then we use the bisector method (Isobe et al.,

1990). This relation is consistent with the fit found fixing the slope to unity. Moreover,

it is consistent with the linear relation found for local SF galaxies. We are aware that

the relation may not hold for low luminosity galaxies, where the SFR may not be pro-

portional to the HMXB population (Grimm et al., 2003). The standard deviation of the

points around the average linear relation is 0.41. Since the mean squared error of our

data is 0.06 we can affirm that the scatter of the data is due to the intrinsic dispersion,

and it is larger than that observed for local SF galaxies (e.g. in Ranalli et al. 2003 they

find 0.24).

We can now include the star forming candidates detected only in one band, but with
the available upper limits at 3 sigma in the other band. We use the Astronomy Survival
Analysis (ASURV, Feigelson & Nelson 1985; Isobe et al. 1986), a software for statistical
analysis. This tool allows us to perform censored data analysis, including first upper
limits in the radio band and then separately the upper limits in X-ray band. Figure
3.8 shows our results. The linear best-fits for the LR-LX relation, adding X-ray–only
sources or radio-only sources, are respectively:

Log(L2−10keV ) = (1.22± 0.15)× Log(L1.4GHz) + (14.02± 3.22) (3.9)

Log(L2−10keV ) = (0.71± 0.08)× Log(L1.4GHz) + (24.70± 1.74) (3.10)

The fit which includes X-ray–only sources is again consistent, at 2σ, with the relation

obtained with the slope fixed to unity. On the contrary, the slope found including radio–

only sources is inconsistent with being near to unity. In both cases an X-ray/radio

correlation is detected at more than 3 sigma confidence level.

For star forming candidates detected in both bands, we also check if there is some

evolution with redshift in the relation, by separating low redshift (z < 0.5) objects from

high redshift (z ≥ 0.5 ) ones. We find that the intercept varies from 18.66 for low redshift

sources to 18.47 for high redhift sources, with an uncertainty of 0.4 dex in both cases,

therefore showing no evolution. This confirms the claim of Bauer et al. (2002) based

on a smaller sample of SF galaxies in the CDFN. In Figure 3.7 we show the redshift

distribution of samples of our star forming galaxy candidates. Most of SF galaxies are

distributed up to redshift 1, with a small fraction (∼15%) at higher redshift. The average

redshift is < z >∼ 0.5, while < z >matches∼ 0.4 for the sources detected in both bands.

While AGNs are distributed up to high redshifts, star forming galaxies can be observed

in the radio and X-ray with current data only up to redshift 1.5-2, as discussed in Section

3.4.1.
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To summarize, we do find a clear correlation between the X-ray and radio luminosity

for star forming galaxies. This result is robust when we include upper limits in the X-

ray or radio bands in a censored data analysis, at variance with the claim by Barger

et al. (2007). However, the observed correlation at high redshift appears to have a

large intrinsic scatter, and its slope is still unclear. Both these feature may be due to an

increasing X-ray contribution proportional to the total stellar mass and unrelated to the

instantaneous SFR. In the following sections, we make use of the best-fit linear relation

(Eq. 1) to estimate the star formation rate of our sources.

3.4 Star Formation Rate

To derive the average LX -SFR relation in the selected sample of star-forming galaxies

we use the measured LX -LR relation and the local-calibrated SFR-LR. We adopt the

calibration between LR and SFR found by Bell (2003):

SFR = 5.52× 10−22L1.4GHzM⊙/yr (3.11)

where L1.4GHz is in W Hz−1. Assuming Eq. (1) and substituting into Eq. (5) we find:

SFR = 1.40 × L2−10keV

1040
M⊙/yr (3.12)

where L2−10keV is in erg s−1. This relation is a factor of 2 lower than that obtained

by Persic & Rephaeli (2007) for their low redshift sample, where they found a factor

2.6×10−40 between the SFR and the X-ray hard luminosity. The uncertainty on SFR

computed in Equation 3.12 is given by the uncertainties in luminosity (see Table 2.5).

In Figure 3.9 we show the distribution of the estimated SF rates in our sample derived

directly from their radio luminosity. Most of SFGs (60-70 %) have star formation rate

lower than 30 M⊙yr
−1. About 20% of galaxies have SFR which exceeds 50M⊙yr

−1,

typical of strong starburst.

3.4.1 Expectations of star forming galaxy survey

Due to the tight relation observed for the radio and X-ray emission of star forming galax-

ies, we expect to see all the sources powered by star formation in both bands, when an

adequate sensitivity limit is reached. Assuming the linear correlations between the SFR
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FIG. 3.9: Star formation rate distribution for SF galaxy candidates with X-ray and radio
detection. The SFR is evaluated using the SFR-LR relation.

and the radio and X-ray luminosity, as evaluated by Bell (2003) and Persic & Rephaeli

(2007), respectively, we compute a minimum detectable SFR at any given redshift.

Taking the lowest limit in the X-ray and radio CDFS surveys, we plot in Figure 3.10 the

minimum star formation rate that we can detect in these two surveys. We assume a

10% accuracy in both cases in the relation between luminosity and star formation rate.

If we refer to M82 as a typical starburst galaxy in the local universe, we immediately

see the range that we are actually exploring. M82 has a SFR of 10 − 20M⊙yr
−1,

corresponding to more than 10 times that in the Milky Way at the present time (e.g.,

Doane & Mathews 1993). A similar starburst galaxy can be seen up to z ∼ 0.2 in the

X-ray E-CDFS, and up to z ∼ 0.6 with the radio VLA and in the 4 Ms data of the CDFS

(note that these hold only for the part of the field which reaches the most sensitive

levels). As a consequence, lower values, typical of normal galaxies (1 − 10M⊙yr
−1)

can be seen only at moderate redshift z < 0.4. In the strong starburst regime (10 −
100M⊙yr

−1) it is possible to reach redshift as high as z ∼ 1.5. At larger redshift, only the

bright end of the SFG population is observable, i.e. starburst galaxies with extremely

large SF rates > 100M⊙yr
−1. A typical example of the latter population is Arp220, a

nearby system in final stages of galaxy merger with a powerful burst of star formation

at each of the nuclei and close to its peak in activity, which results in strong radio, FIR

and X-ray emission. Models of the embedded starburst suggest a SFR= 340 − 103

M⊙yr
−1, depending on the observed indicator (Baan, 2007), observable in our surveys

up to z & 2. To explore the range > 100M⊙yr
−1 up to z = 2 is necessary to reach a
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FIG. 3.10: Minimum measurable star formation rate as a function of redshift in the
X-ray CDFS 4Ms, E-CDFS and radio surveys. The SFR value corresponds to the
hard band flux limits and to the 1.4 GHz flux density limit in the X-ray and radio band
respectively, therefore it cannot be applied to the entire E-CDFS field. We assume the
Bell (2003) and Persic & Rephaeli (2007) correlations between the SFR and the radio
and X-ray luminosity respectively, with an average uncertainty of 10%. The dotted line
is the ideal SFR limit that would be reached by the 10 Ms survey. The horizontal stripe
represents the observed SFR in the typical local starburst galaxy M82.

factor ∼ 2.5 higher sensitivity (corresponding to the ideal 10 Ms goal for the CDFS in the

X-ray band). At the same time we would reach a complete census of strong starburst

(from M82 on) up to redshift 1.

3.4.2 Comparison with models

As described in the next Chapter, chemical evolution models predict the typical star

formation rate as a function of redshift in different galaxy types. In Figure 3.11 we

show a comparison between our measured star formation rates as a function of red-

shift and the predictions of some models of chemical evolution of late type galaxies.

In particular, we took into account the predictions from a model devised for the Milky
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Way (Cescutti et al., 2007). This model is based on the two–infall model of Chiappini

et al. (1997), which assumes that the Milky Way formed in two major steps by means of

gas accretion. The first gas accretion episode formed the halo and the thick disc on a

timescale not exceeding 2 Gyr, whereas the second episode formed the thin disc on a

much longer timescale (e.g., 8 Gyr at the solar ring). This model accurately reproduces

many properties of the Galactic disc and therefore it can be used as an example of a

Milky Way-like galaxy. The star formation rate is obtained by assuming a dependence

on the surface gas density Σgas as suggested by Kennicutt (1998); in particular, a de-

pendence SFR ∝ Σk
gas with k = 1.5 and a threshold Σgas = 7M⊙pc

−2 in the gas density

are assumed. The total star formation rate is the sum of that occurring in the bulge and

that occurring in the thin disc. The models for the bulge of the Milky Way and M31

assume that the SFR was much more intense and faster than in the discs. The model

also accounts for a varying SFR decreasing with galactocentric distance. We assumed

that the star formation started at redshift zf = 10. A similar model has been computed

for the bulge and the disc of M31 which has a mass roughly two times higher than the

Milky Way. These models both reproduce the main properties of the bulges of the Milky

Way and M31 (Ballero et al. 2007a, 2007b) . In Figure 3.11 we show the total predicted

SFR (thick lines). We note that for z < 1.5 only the disc component is visible since

the star formation in the bulge ended at high redshift. The disc SFR for the Milky Way

and M31 reaches values comparable with the lowest found in our analysis, showing

that the majority of our star forming galaxies form stars ten times more efficiently than

Milky Way-like objects, up to a level comparable to the strong starburst M82 (horizontal

stripe). Obviously this is due to the flux limit of our survey which allows us to detect

Milky Way-like only for z < 0.3. We also note that a significant fraction of our galaxies

reaches values higher than that of M82 and comparable with the model predictions for

formation of the Galactic bulge. This is shown in Figure 3.11 by the thin lines, which

have been obtained by setting a formation time of zf=1.5. Although this is not realistic,

since in true bulges are generally old, it suggests that our star forming galaxies span a

wide range of starburst, from normal discs to strong burst typical of bulge formation. To

better understand which kind of object are producing the observed SFR in the CDFS,

in the next Chapter we will exploit chemical evolution models more deeply, taking into

account ingredients more typical of irregular rather than late type galaxies.
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FIG. 3.11: SFR evaluated in our sample of galaxies detected in both X-ray and radio.
The lines represent the different models compared to the data. The solid and dashed
thick lines represent respectively the SFR in the Milky Way and M31, if we assume
that the star formation started at zf = 10. The thin curves are the same galaxies in
the case of a formation time of zf=1.5. The horizontal stripe represents the observed
SFR in the typical local starburst galaxy M82.



Chapter 4

Chemical Evolution Models for Star
Burst Galaxies

The comparison of the SFR measured in our sample of star forming galaxies in E-CDFS

with the models of two spiral galaxies, the Milky Way and M31, shows that a scenario

where stars form quiescently inside the disk of the galaxy is not sufficient to explain the

high value in SFR of high-z galaxies, and that other modes of star formation take place

in such galaxies.

Star formation is one of the fundamental processes driving galaxy formation, but the

physics associated with the conversion of gas into stars is extremely complicated. SF

depletes the gas content of galaxies, enriches the interstellar medium with metals, and

deposits energy and momentum via supernovae, stellar winds, and radiation pressure.

An increasing number of observations supports the idea that there are two modes of

star formation (e.g., Daddi et al. 2010; Rodighiero et al. 2011). The former is the quies-

cent star formation normally occurring in the disc of spiral galaxies and characterised

by very long time timescales. The latter is the starburst mode, usually associated to

unstable discs and interacting or merging galaxies.

A starburst is defined as a short-lived intense period of star formation, where the gas de-

pletion timescales are significantly lower than those of quiescently star-forming galax-

ies. The SF tends to be not extended, dominated by the nuclear regions, and is un-

sustainable over the Hubble time due to the limited supply of gas within a galaxy. The

starburst has a strong impact on a galaxy and its surrounding intergalactic medium

(IGM), due to the consumption of the gas fuelling the burst and the ionizing radiation,

mass loss and alteration of chemical composition produced by the massive star popu-

lation. Starburst galaxies constitute an important class of extragalactic objects. They

78
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contribute a significant fraction of the total high-mass star formation in the local uni-

verse (Heckman, 1998), with the fraction increasing at higher redshifts, presumably

attributable to the greater amounts of gas typically present in young galaxies and in-

creased galactic interactions. They can also represent the precursors of present-day

galaxies in an early phase of active star formation.

It is therefore fundamental to study SF in starburst galaxies in order to understand

galaxy formation and evolution. Starbursts have been observed in gas-rich galaxies

such as disk galaxies and low-mass dwarfs (Heckman et al., 1998). Theoretical models

and locally calibrated scaling laws are required to understand the nature of SF, which

parameters regulate it and its dependence on local and global galaxy properties. In the

previous studies, many models for the chemical evolution tried to explain the properties

observed in low-mass dwarf galaxies (Matteucci & Chiosi 1983, Matteucci & Tosi 1985,

Bradamante et al. 1998, Lanfranchi & Matteucci 2003, Yin et al. 2011), since they are

the most numerous galaxies in the universe. Dwarf galaxies, namely galaxies having an

absolute magnitude fainter than MB ∼ −18 mag, are poorly evolved objects, with low

metallicities, large gas content and contain mostly young stellar population. Hence they

are useful to understand the early chemical evolution of the galaxies and to constrain

chemical models. The past studies concluded that dwarf galaxies are characterised by

a mild continuous SF regime or by intense bursts of SF separated by long quiescent

periods. The burst duration can vary from very short phase (∼ 20 Myr) up to even 1

Gyr (e.g., McQuinn et al. 2010, Banerji et al. 2011). Yin et al. (2011) studied in detail

the chemical evolution of late-type dwarf galaxies, by running their models in different

parameter ranges in order to constrain them, and compared their results to the most

recent data. They found that galactic winds are needed and that they should be metal

enriched, with a rate of gas loss proportional to the star formation rate and a low wind

efficiency. Moreover, the bursting scenario, with no more than ∼ 10 bursts, reproduces

the observed data better than the continuous SF case.

The SFR we observe in the E-CDFS cannot be ascribed to dwarf galaxies, but to galax-

ies with more intense SF and higher mass. Therefore we construct chemical evolution

models that can reproduce the properties of starbursts in dwarf irregular galaxies in

order to test which physical parameters better reflect the starbursts observed in more

massive galaxies. To do that, we consider barionic masses of 1011-1012 M⊙ and in-

crease the efficiency of SF during the bursts. As previously stated these galaxies be-

come more common at higher redshifts and present a very intense star formation of

the order or 10 up to 1000 M⊙/yr (e.g., Luminous and Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies

(LIRGs and ULIRGs)), contributing up to 20% of the total star formation. We compare

our results from the models with a local and well studied starburst galaxy (i.e. M82),

whose abundances and star formation are measured in many wavelenghts. Then we
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compare the models with the star formation rates measured at high redshift, using star-

forming/starburst galaxies observed in the CDFS and other surveys. The abundances

are scaled according to the solar values by Asplund et al. (2005).

4.1 Chemical Evolution Model

Star formation and evolution is one the main processes that modifies the chemistry of

galaxies. Stars consume the gas and reprocess the matter to restore it into the ISM

through stellar winds and supernova explosions. With chemical evolution models we

can calculate the time evolution of the production rate of chemical elements and follow

the evolution of their abundances in time.

The fundamental physical ingredients of the chemical evolution models are:

• the initial conditions: how a galaxy evolves heavily depends on how much and

what kind of gas is present initially. We can both assume that all the gas is present

at the time t = 0, or that the gas is accreted progressively through and infall law,

depending on the kind of galaxies we are interested to model. The chemical com-

position of this gas is important too, and can be pristine or pre-enriched Here we

adopt for the primordial gas initial chemical abundances coming from the Stan-

dard Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, namely X = 0.7571, Yp = 0.2429 and Zp = 0,

meaning that no metals were present initially.

• the stellar yields: they are the masses of newly formed elements produced and

ejected by a star of mass m and metallicity Z. Under the assumption of Instan-

taneous Recycling Approximation (IRA), which says that all stars more massive

than 1M⊙ die immediately, whereas all stars with masses lower than 1M⊙ live

forever (Tinsley, 1980), the yield per stellar generation is instead defined as:

yi =
1

1−R

∫ inf

1
mpimϕ(m)dm, (4.1)

where R represents the total mass ejected by a stellar generation, pim is the

fraction of mass newly produced and expelled by a star of mass m and ϕ(m) is

the initial mass fraction. Stellar yields can be separated in different contributions

depending if they come from low and intermediate mass stars, massive stars and

type Ia Supernovae. In fact, low mass stars from 0.8 to 8 M⊙ contribute through

quiescent mass loss and the Planetary Nebula phase to the enrichment in 4He,
12C, 13C, 14N, 17O and heavy s-process elements. Massive stars, namely the

stars more massive than 8M⊙, are responsible for the creation of the bulk of heavy
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element, with the exception of the Fe-peak ones. In particular they build up almost

all the 16O, the dominant element in the metallicity and the most abundant in the

Universe after hydrogen and helium. Finally, type Ia Supernovae, originating from

exploding white dwarfs in binary systems, are responsible for the bulk of the Fe-

peak and part of C and Si. In this work, we adopt the same stellar yields as in Yin

et al. (2010), namely those of Woosley & Weaver (1995) for massive stars and

van den Hoek & Groenewegen (1997) for low- and intermediate-mass stars. Both

of them are metallicity-dependent.

• the stellar initial mass function: the initial mass function (IMF), the number of stars

born in the mass interval [m, m+dm], is usually assumed to be constant in space

and time and it is expressed as:

ϕ(m)dm = ϕ0m
−(1+x)dm, (4.2)

where ϕ0 is a normalization constant and x is the power law slope. The most

used IMF was derived by Salpeter (1955), it is characterized by a single-slope

power law with x = 1.35, and it has been demonstrated to be the best in repro-

ducing the observational constraints of nearby galaxies (Lanfranchi & Matteucci,

2003). Other common IMFs are the one of Scalo (1986), best fitting the solar

neighbourhood, Kroupa (2001) and Chabrier (2003), characterized by multi-slope

power laws. In this work we explore three different IMFs, in particular:

- Salpeter (1955) with x = 1.35 in the mass range 0.1-100 M⊙;

- a flat IMF (Arimoto & Yoshii, 1987; Matteucci & Tornambe, 1987) with x =

0.95 in the mass range 0.1-100 M⊙;

- Scalo (1986) IMF with x = 1.35 for M ≤ 1M⊙ and x = 1.7 for M > 2M⊙.

• the star formation rate: the star formation rate is one of the most important ingre-

dients of galactic chemical evolution since it describes the rate at which the gas

is turned into stars. As we have seen it is a complex physical process, witnessed

by the wide range of observables we can use to trace it. Analytically it can be

parametrized with a dependence upon the gas density (Schmidt, 1959) as:

ψ(t) = νσkgas, (4.3)

where σgas, k is a parameter and ν, a free parameter called star formation ef-

ficiency (SFE), is the inverse of the typical time-scale for star formation and is

expressed in Gyr−1. Schmidt (1959) extimated k=2, while more recently Kenni-

cutt (1998) estimated k = 1.4±0.15
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• the gas flows: Gas flows include mainly two processes: the infall of gas on the

galaxy in formation, as can be observationally inferred from the existence of high

velocity clouds in the Milky Way, and galactic winds triggered by SN explosions,

observed in various galaxies at high and low redshift.

In order to know the SFR in galaxies we need to compute the evolution of galaxies with

different physical ingredients in the early stages. We use the chemical evolution model

developed by Bradamante et al. (1998) applied to irregular galaxies (see Bradamante

et al. 1998; Yin et al. 2011). Briefly, it consists of a one-zone model where the galaxy is

formed by infall of primordial gas (no metals). The gas forms stars, which in turn pollute

the interstellar medium (ISM) with newly created elements. We assume that the new

elements are mixed instantaneously but we do not adopt the instantaneous recycling

approximation (IRA), i.e. stellar lifetimes are taken into account in detail. Supernovae

(SNe) release part of their energy (30%) in the ISM and if the thermal energy of the gas

so heated is higher than the binding energy of the gas, winds develop expelling mostly

metals. In fact, dynamical simulations have shown that metals are preferentially lost

(Mac Low & Ferrara 1999, D’Ercole & Brighenti 1999, Recchi et al. 2001, Fujita et al.

2004, Recchi et al. 2008).

The basic equation is the time evolution of the fractional mass Gi of the element i in the

gas:

Ġi(t) = −ψ(t)Xi(t) +Ri(t) + Ġi,inf (t)− Ġi,out(t), (4.4)

where

Gi(t) = Mg(t)Xi(t)/ML(tG) is the gas mass in the form of an element i normal-

ized to the present time (tG) total baryonic mass;

Xi(t) = Gi(t)/G(t) is the abundance by mass of an element i at the time t;

G(t) =Mg(t)/ML(tG) is the gas mass at the time t;

Ri(t) is the material returned through stellar winds and SN explosions;

Ġi,inf (t) is the infall rate of primordial gas;

Ġi,out(t) is the outflow rate;

ML(tG) is the baryonic mass at the present time.

We assume that the SFR, namely the amount of interstellar gas, expressed in solar

masses, turning into stars per unit time, is linked to the gas mass as:

ψ(t) = νG(t). (4.5)
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The infall rate is defined as

Ġi,inf (t) =
Xi,infe

−t/τ

τ(1− e−tG/τ )
, (4.6)

where Xi,inf = 0 for metals if the infalling gas is primordial, and τ is the infall timescale,

which is a parameter fixed by reproducing a given “infall mass”.

The rate of gas loss via galactic wind is:

Ġi,out(t) = ωiλG(t)Xi,out(t), (4.7)

where λ is the wind efficiency, and ωi is the efficiency weight of each element i. If we

assume that the metals are lost more than H and He (differential wind scenario), the

ωi of metals is higher than the one of H and He. The wind develops when the thermal

energy of the gas, produced by SN explosions, exceeds the binding energy of the gas

due to the potential of the mass, and it stops when this condition fades. The condition

is:

Eth
g (t) ≥ Eb

g(t) (4.8)

where Eth
g (t) is the thermal energy of the gas and Eb

g(t) is the potential energy of the

gas. In particular:

Eth
g (t) = Eth

SNII(t) + Eth
SNIa(t) + Eth

SW (t) (4.9)

where the first two terms of the right side of the equation are the thermal energy in-

jected by supernovae(SNe) II and SNe Ia, respectively. The term Eth
SW (t) is instead

the thermal energy injected by stellar winds. In Bradamante et al. (1998), the effi-

ciencies of energy transfer from supernova and stellar winds into the ISM are same,

ηSNII = ηSNIa = ηsw = 0.03 (see their work for more details). However, more re-

cently, Recchi et al. (2001) and Recchi et al. (2002) have shown that since SN Ia ex-

plosions occur in a hotter and more rarefied medium, their energy can be more effi-

ciently thermalized into the ISM and, consequently, their efficiency of energy transfer

is higher. Therefore, in this work we assume the efficiencies of energy transfer are

ηSNII = 0.03, ηSNIa = 0.8 and ηsw = 0.03 for SN II, SN Ia and stellar winds respectively.

To compute Eb
g(t), the binding energy of gas, we also followed Bradamante et al. (1998)

and assumed that each galaxy has a dark matter halo. The binding energy of gas is

described as:

EBgas(t) =WL(t) +WLD(t) (4.10)

with:

WL(t) = −0.5G
Mgas(t)ML(t)

rL
(4.11)
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which is the potential well due to the luminous matter and with:

WLD(t) = −GwLD
Mgas(t)Mdark

rL
(4.12)

which represents the potential well due to the interaction between dark and luminous

matter, where wLD ∼ 1
2πS(1 + 1.37S), with S = rL/rD, being the ratio between the

galaxy effective radius (rL) and the radius of the dark matter core (see Bertin et al.

1992). We assume as in Bradamante et al. (1998) that the dark matter halo is 10 times

more massive than the luminous matter and that S = 0.3.

4.2 Model Results

In order to understand the properties of galaxies suffering a strong star formation, we

examine several models varying the parameters we are interested to constrain. We

calculate the models both in the case of continuous SF and in the case of a series

of short bursts separated by long quiescent periods. We choose a typical scenario

with three bursts at times t = 1, 7, 13. Each short burst has the same value of SF

efficiency and a lifetime of 0.6 Gyr, an average value typical of dwarf starburst galaxies

(e.g. McQuinn et al. 2010). The adopted default value of the infall mass, unchanged

if not specified, is 1011M⊙. All models assume differential galactic winds: in particular

H and He are lost with very low efficiency, while metals are blown away more easily,

especially heaviest elements. We assume a galactic lifetime tG = 13.5 Gyr and a short

infall timescale τ = 0.5 Gyr for all the models. This choice is the same as in previous

papers (Bradamante et al. 1998; Yin et al. 2010). The main model parameters are

listed in Table 4.1. The most relevant model results are summarized in Table 4.2, with

indication of the time of formation of the wind, if it starts. In particular, we show the

stellar mass at the present time, the global metallicity Z, the time for the occurrence of

the galactic wind and the mass lost from the galaxy.

4.2.1 Infall mass

The first parameter we vary is the total infalling mass of the primordial gas, which fuels

the gas that forms stars. We run our models for three different infall masses, spacing

from masses typical of a dwarf galaxy (109M⊙) up to big spiral galaxies (1012M⊙).

In Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 we show the predicted SFR and gas mass fraction for the

different models. The continuous SF models clearly show the depletion of the gas

due to SF. The initial peak in the SFR (as high as 103M⊙/yr in high mass galaxies)
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TAB. 4.1: Parameters of chemical evolution models. A Salpeter IMF is assumed.

Model Infall mass ν λ Type
name [M⊙] [Gyr−1] [Gyr−1] of SF
M09b1 109 1 1 continuous
M11b1 1011 1 1 continuous
M12b1 1012 1 1 continuous
M09b3 109 1 1 3 bursts
M11b3 1011 1 1 3 bursts
M12b3 1012 1 1 3 bursts
Sn1b1 1011 0.001 1 continuous
Sn2b1 1011 0.1 1 continuous
Sn3b1 1011 10 1 continuous
Sn1b3 1011 0.001 1 3 bursts
Sn2b3 1011 0.1 1 3 bursts
Sn3b3 1011 10 1 3 bursts
W00b1 1011 10 0 continuous
W10b1 1011 10 10 continuous
W50b1 1011 10 50 continuous
W100b1 1011 10 100 continuous
W00b3 1011 10 0 3 bursts
W10b3 1011 10 10 3 bursts
W50b3 1011 10 50 3 bursts
W100b3 1011 10 100 3 bursts

decreases with time and reaches the present observed values, while the gas fraction is

quickly depleted in the first Gyrs independently of the infall mass. The bursting scenario

produces instead a peak corresponding to each burst with a value of SFR slightly higher

than the peak of the continuous case, because of the higher mass of gas available at

each burst time. The SFR values reached in the 1011 and 1012M⊙ cases are typical of

starburst observed at high redshift in ULIRG. The gas mass fraction is strongly depleted

only during bursting phase, while in the quiescent phase a slow infall accretion can be

observed. At the end of the galaxy lifetime almost the 30% of the gas is still available.

In Fig. 4.3 we show the evolution of the global metallicity Z. The continuous SF models

quickly increase the metallicity of the ISM up to values higher than the solar one, and

after the peak is reached the metallicity decreases because of the infall of primordial

gas. The low mass case is an exception, since it does not reach a peak. The bursting

SF models produce metals mostly during the bursts. In the interburst phases, in fact,

the α-elements produced fastly by SNe II are no more produced, whereas elements

produced on long timescales, such as Fe and N, continue to be produced. At the end

all the models converge to a metallicity larger than the solar value, as high as twice of

it. The wind occurs preferentially in low mass galaxies, i.e. 109M⊙, but depends on

the play between the SF efficiency and the potential well. Once the wind starts, within

the first 2 Gyr, they continue for all the galaxy life depleting the amount of metals. The
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TAB. 4.2: Model results divided according to the modified parameter. The following
quantities are listed: stellar mass at present time, metallicity at present time, time of
formation of the wind, mass lost because of the wind at present time.

Model M∗(tG) Z(tG) tGW Mlost(tG)
name [M⊙] [Gyr] [M⊙]
M09b1 8.34 ×108 0.031 0.71 1.42 ×107

M11b1 8.42 ×1010 0.034 4.24 5.88 ×108

M12b1 8.46 ×1011 0.038 8.64 1.39 ×109

M09b3 6.12 ×108 0.018 1.14 6.68 ×107

M11b3 6.15 ×1010 0.031 - -
M12b3 6.15 ×1011 0.032 - -
Sn1b1 8.24 ×108 3.1×10−4 - -
Sn2b1 5.24 ×1010 0.025 - -
Sn3b1 8.26 ×1010 0.055 1.15 1.23 ×108

Sn1b3 1.12 ×108 3.4×10−5 - -
Sn2b3 1.03 ×1010 0.006 - -
Sn3b3 8.05 ×1010 0.080 6.78 8.14 ×108

W00b1 8.27 ×1010 0.059 - -
W10b1 8.20 ×1010 0.039 1.15 6.17 ×108

W50b1 8.17 ×1010 0.028 1.15 9.72 ×108

W100b1 8.15 ×1010 0.027 1.15 1.06 ×109

W00b3 8.05 ×1010 0.090 - -
W10b3 8.00 ×1010 0.045 6.78 5.10 ×109

W50b3 7.98 ×1010 0.031 6.78 1.88 ×1010

W100b3 6.41 ×1010 0.029 6.78 3.58 ×1010

predicted [O/Fe] ratio is plotted in Fig. 4.4 and shows that abundance ratios do not

depend on the infall mass nor on the number of burst of SF, but on the SFR and the

IMF. Fig. 4.4 also shows the typical behaviour of the [O/Fe] ratio due to the time-delay

between the production of O (SNe II) and that of Fe (SNe Ia) (see Matteucci 2001).

In addition one can see for the bursting model the typical “saw-tooth” behaviour of the

[O/Fe] ratio due to lack of production of O in the interburst phases.

4.2.2 Star formation efficiency

The second parameter we test is the star formation efficiency ν. We consider SF effi-

ciency values in a range of four order of magnitudes, from ν = 0.001 Gyr−1, with almost

no SF, up to ν = 10 Gyr−1, typical of a strong starburst. In Fig. 4.5 is plotted the evo-

lution of the SFR. The bursting scenario shows, as expected, a similar behaviour in the

three cases, where the intensity of the SF is just regulated by its efficiency. The rate

trend and intensity in the continuous SF case depends on the efficiency. With ν = 10

Gyr−1 the gas consumption strongly decreases the SFR from the initial peak. On the

contrary for ν < 1 Gyr−1 we observe an almost constant SFR because the star forming
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FIG. 4.1: SFR variation in time in models with different infall masses. The continuous
lines are the models with ever present SF. The dashed lines are the ones with bursting
SF.

FIG. 4.2: Gas mass fraction evolution in models with different infall masses. Plot
legend as in Fig. 4.1. The arrows indicate if and when winds start.
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solar metallicity

FIG. 4.3: Metallicty evolution in models with different infall masses. Plot legend as in
Fig. 4.1.

FIG. 4.4: Evolutionary track of [O/Fe] as predicted by models with different infall
masses. Plot legend as in Fig. 4.1.
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FIG. 4.5: SFR evolution for different star formation efficiencies. Continuous lines rep-
resent one burst models. Dashed lines show three bursts models.

mass is refilled by infalling gas. The same behaviour is observed in Fig. 4.6 where

the gas mass fraction is immediately depleted if the ν is high, while no more than half

of the gas is consumed for low SF efficiency. With very few stars formed, metals are

produced in a negligible way (Fig. 4.7). A ν = 0.1 Gyr−1 results in a metallicity in the

range of the solar value. In fact, this value of ν is typically adopted in modelling the

evolution of the solar vicinity (e.g. Cescutti et al. 2007; Chiappini et al. 1997). A very

efficient formation of stars implies metallicity of one order of magnitude higher and, all

conditions being equal, a larger number of SNe, able to release enough energy into the

ISM to start winds. In Fig. 4.8 are again plotted the evolutionary tracks of [O/Fe]. It

shows again that the efficiency of SF increases absolute the metal abundance and that

the main difference between one and three bursts is the saw-tooth behaviour discussed

above.

4.2.3 Wind efficiency

The last parameter we examine is the wind efficiency factor λwhich weights the strength

of differential winds. It must be stressed that this factor does not change the mechanism

starting the wind, linked to the number of SNe and the energy released in the ISM, but

it plays a role only when the wind starts and regulates the efficiency of single element
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FIG. 4.6: Gas fraction evolution with different efficiencies. Legend as in Fig. 4.5.

FIG. 4.7: Metallicity evolution in models with different efficiencies. Legend as in Fig.
4.5.
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FIG. 4.8: Evolutionary track of [O/Fe]. Different values of efficiencies are used in the
models. Legend as in Fig. 4.5.

loss from ISM. In Fig. 4.9 we show the metallicity evolution for different efficiencies of

the wind. The metal depletion increases with the efficiency of the wind. The continuous

SF cases start earlier the wind and, in case of strong efficiency, the metals are almost

completely expelled.

To summarize: the infalling mass affects the SFR and the overall metallicity, but not the

abundance ratios. The efficiency of SF is useful to regulate the SFR and the abundance

ratios. Finally the efficiency of the wind can tune the metallicity and how the single

elements are depleted.

4.3 Comparison with observational data

In order to test our model of starbursts in massive galaxies we compare them with the

properties of starburst galaxies observed in the local and high redshift universe.

The abundances of chemical elements and how they change relative to one another

is crucial not only for understanding the chemical evolution but also for stellar nucle-

osynthesis and to constrain the galaxy formation and evolution. Among local starburst

galaxies, M82 is one of the best studied. Ranalli et al. (2008) present an analysis of an
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FIG. 4.9: Metallicity evolution for the models with different wind efficiencies.

X-ray XMM-Newton observations of the central starburst and the extended outflows per-

pendicular to the galactic plane. They model the spectra accounting for both the point

sources, described by a power law, and plasma emission, with a multi-temperature

thermal spectrum. The spectral fitting determined abundances for the elements O, Ne,

Mg, Si, S and Fe, whereas other α-elements with weaker lines (Na, Al, Ar, Ca) where

hooked to others or coupled together. Analogously Konami et al. (2011) analyse an

X-ray Suzaku observation of M82 and extract the spectra of the disk region and the

outflow wind, divided in three regions, where they derive the abundances of O, Ne, Mg

and Fe.

At higher redshift, as we saw, the classification of starburst galaxies and the measure-

ment of the galaxy abundances are more difficult. In our selection of star forming and

starburst galaxies in the E-CDFS, we collected a sample the sources powered by SF

activity up to z=1.5, and evaluate from the radio power their SFR, spanning between

normal disk of spiral galaxies and star burst galaxies (up to ∼ 100M⊙yr
−1). There-

fore we can compare the SFR obtained in our models with the ones observed at high

redshift in these galaxies. We add to this sample some objects observed by Banerji

et al. (2011). They present a spectroscopic catalogue of 40 submm starburst galax-

ies at z=0.7-1.7. They evaluate stellar masses from a full spectral energy distribution

(SED) analysis and use the [NIII]/[OII] ratio as a metallicity indicator. Moreover they
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measure SFR from the radio fluxes up to ∼ 103M⊙yr
−1. The high SFR measured

in starburst galaxies is the distinctive mark which distinguishes them from quiescently

evolving galaxies.

4.3.1 Local galaxies: M82

M82 is one of the nearest (3.6 Mpc, Freedman et al. 1994) and brightest starburst

galaxies, and it has long been considered as the archetype of this class of objects. The

central 500 pc region of M82 hosts the most active starburst core, where optical and UV

emission is severely obscured and then reemitted in infrared wavelength. M82 is gener-

ally considered as an irregular galaxy, evolved from a spiral galaxy, whose morphology

and activity is triggered by tidal interaction with its massive neighbour M81. Studies on

the star formation history in the core indicate a recent short burst of a few Myr, proba-

bly composed by two successive shorter bursts, and an earlier fossil starburst outside

the nucleus happened ∼650 Myr ago and lasted about half a Gyr (Förster Schreiber

et al., 2003). Since it is a nearby galaxy the metal enrichment due to the burst of star

formation can be measured. Past studies (e.g., Konami et al. 2011; Ranalli et al. 2008)

found that a gradient from inner to outer regions is observed for most of the metals.

Ranalli et al. (2008) measured the metal abundances from central to outflow regions,

up to ∼ 3 kpc on both sides of the galactic plane of the local starburst galaxy, analysing

a ∼ 100 ks XMM-Newton observation and fitting it with a three-component model. Sim-

ilarly, using a ∼ 100 ks Suzaku X-ray observation, Konami et al. (2011) evaluated the

metal abundance of the central and the outflow regions of M82. They divided the wind

region in three regions, and fitted the extracted spectra with three different models in

order to better reproduce the emission lines of the elements. We compare our model

results with the abundances measured in the local starburst M82. The chemical abun-

dances of the models refer to the ISM, while the observations have been performed in

the central and wind regions. We assume that the wind composition is the same of the

ISM. We calculate several models, where we fix the wind efficiency λ = 1, and vary

the SFE. The infall mass is set to 1010M⊙, so that the final luminous mass is of the

order of 1-5 ×109M⊙, which is about one tenth the measured dynamical mass (Greco

et al., 2012), i.e. the dark matter mass. The model parameters and results for M82 are

shown in Table 4.3. As many starburst galaxies, M82 experienced many short starburst

episodes, and the ongoing starburst is few million years old or even due to more than

one short burst (see for example Förster Schreiber et al. 2003; Strickland et al. 1997).

Since we do not know how many bursts happened in the M82 history, we simply add

the short burst observed in its recent history. Therefore in the model we include four

bursts: the three previously stated bursts lasting 0.6 Gyr and a forth 20 Myr old burst at
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TAB. 4.3: Model results for M82 varying the SF efficiency and IMF. The infall mass,
wind efficiency and number of bursts are fixed. The following quantities are listed: the
adopted SF efficiency, the adopted IMF, the stellar mass at present time, the metallicity
at present time, the time of formation of the wind.

Model ν IMF M∗(tG) Z(tG) (tGW )
name [Gyr−1] [M⊙] [Gyr]
M82Saln1 0.001 Salpeter 1.28 ×107 3.8×10−5 -
M82Saln2 0.1 Salpeter 1.17 ×109 0.004 -
M82Saln3 10 Salpeter 8.04 ×109 0.092 0.94
M82Scan1 0.001 Scalo 8.03 ×106 5.8×10−5 -
M82Scan2 0.1 Scalo 7.49 ×108 0.004 12.98
M82Scan3 10 Scalo 6.00 ×109 0.151 0.76
M82Fln1 0.001 flat 6.62 ×106 1.0×10−4 -
M82Fln2 0.1 flat 6.25 ×108 0.010 -
M82Fln3 10 flat 6.15 ×109 0.302 0.89

present time. Another parameter that can change our results is the assumed IMF. Even

if the Salpeter IMF is the most commonly used in literature, some past works pointed

out that M82 could have less low-mass stars (below a few M⊙) than the locally ob-

served IMF (e.g. McCrady et al. 2005; Naylor et al. 2010; Rieke et al. 1993). Therefore,

we recalculate our models adopting other two different IMFs: a) the multislope IMF by

Scalo, with slopes 1.25, 2.35 and 2.7 for low, intermediate and high star masses, which

underproduces low-mass stars with respect of solar neighbourhood, and a b) a flat IMF

with slope 0.95 over the whole range of masses. Since outgoing gas is observed in

M82, the SF efficiency must be around ν = 10 Gyr−1 in order to start the wind. As

shown in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 the Scalo IMF does not change significantly the pre-

dicted abundance ratios, whereas the flat IMF can reproduce higher overabundances

of α-elements.

In order to constrain the confidence range of the IMF and the star formation efficiency

we explore the parameter space of these parameters. We compute a 20×20 grid of

models varying the ν in the range 0.001-10 Gyr−1 and the slope of the IMF from the

Salpeter IMF to a Scalo or flat IMF. For the Scalo IMF we change the slope correspond-

ing high mass stars and low mass stars simultaneously up to the Salpeter IMF slope.

We calculate the likelihood of each model in the Gaussian limit as L = exp(−χ2/2) (see

e.g., Lampton et al. 1976, Cowan 1998), where we use as data points the abundances

measured in the wind regions of M82. The comparison with the data was done both with

the last point of the models, corresponding to the present time, and with all the model

curves. Then we estimate the confidence regions as Log(L) = Log(Lmax) − Qγ/2,

where Qγ depends on the number of parameters and the confidence level (see Table

9.5 in Cowan 1998). Figure 4.12 shows the comparison of the data with the present

time value given by the models, at present time and after four bursts. There is a weak
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Ranalli et al. (1998)
Konami et al. (2011)

FIG. 4.10: Evolutionary track of [O/Fe] for models with different efficiencies compared
to averaged measured abundances in M82. The points are the abundances measured
in the central region (filled points) and in outflow regions (empty points) by Ranalli et al.
(2008) and Konami et al. (2011).

dependency of the models on the IMF that prevents to choose the one that best re-

produces the data. A low value of the star formation efficiency, ν ∼ 0.1 − 0.2 Gyr−1,

maximises the likelihood calculated between the observation and the models after four

bursts. However, if we compare the data considering all the evolution time steps of the

models (Figure 4.13), we observe a lower degeneracy in the IMF and likelihood values

higher than the ones obtained with the last point of the model. This suggests that M82

experiences less than four bursts. As previously inferred from Figure 4.10, models with

a flat IMF need a lower ν, ∼ 0.5 Gyr−1, to explain the data, while a Salpeter or Scalo

IMF work with ν ∼ 5− 10 Gyr−1. As a further step we evaluate the time at which each

model better reproduces the observed data. For all the IMF the observed abundances

are already reproduced after one or two bursts, when the total mass is ∼25 % and ∼75

%, respectively, of the final infall mass. Since, as we obtained in §4.2.1, the abundance

ratios do not depend on the mass, we deduce that M82 is experiencing at most its sec-

ond burst, while the first one can have happened later than we assumed, e.g. the burst

happened ∼600 Myr ago suggested by de Grijs et al. (2001). The earlier history of

M82 was instead characterised by a modest rate formation. Therefore the comparison

with abundances by Konami et al. (2011) confirms that models with a ν ∼ 5− 10 Gyr−1

are needed to reproduce observed values with a standard Salpeter IMF, or with a Scalo
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Ranalli et al. (1998)

Konami et al. (2011)

FIG. 4.11: Evolutionary track of [Mg/Fe] for models with different efficiencies com-
pared to averaged measured abundances in M82. The points are the abundances
measured in the central region (filled points) and in outflow regions (empty points) by
Ranalli et al. (2008) and Konami et al. (2011).

IMF. The use of a flat IMF, instead, can reproduce the present abundances even with a

lower SF efficiency. Integrated galactic colors, in this case, would help in discriminating

among the two IMFs. In all cases two bursts can produce the observed abundance

ratios.

To understand which IMF is better constrained by the data we run again the models

with ν = 0.1 − 10 Gyr−1 and assume only the last two bursts of SF. We compare our

models with measured SN and SF rates in M82. The global SN rate is a quantity that

strictly depends on the number of bursts that consumed the gas and on the age of the

burst itself. The estimation of its ongoing value by models is therefore subject to un-

certainties. In literature the first measurement of the SN rate (all SN types) in M82 was

done by Rieke et al. (1980). They computed evolutionary models of the central starburst

region of M82, constrained by observed multiwavelenght luminosities, dynamic mass

and extinction, and found a SN rate between 0.1 and 0.4 yr−1. With a similar approach

Bernloehr (1992) finds 0.15 yr−1. SN rates are normally observationally estimated by

the integrated radio continuum, because of its tight correlation with infrared emission

(Condon, 1992). Direct measures of the SN rate are obtained from radio emission by

young SN remnants in nearby galaxies. Colina & Perez-Olea (1992) and van Buren &
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FIG. 4.12: Confidence regions for the IMF and ν parameters. The ν parameter varies
in the range 0.001 − 10 Gyr−1. The likelihood value considers only the last value at
present time of the model. The IMF varies from a flat (x = 0.95) to a Salpeter (x = 1.35)
IMF (top) and from a Salpeter to a Scalo(x1 = 0.25, x2 = 1.35, x3 = 1.75) IMF (bottom).
In the last case only the slope for high mass stars is indicated on the axis. The models
are computed on a parameter grid of 20 × 20, for a total of 400 models per plot. The
continuous lines are the 2σ confidence levels.
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FIG. 4.13: Confidence regions for the IMF and ν parameters. The ν parameter varies
in the range 0.001 − 10 Gyr−1. The likelihood value considers all the time evolution of
the model. The IMF varies from a flat (x = 0.95) to a Salpeter (x = 1.35) IMF (top)
and from a Salpeter to a Scalo(x1 = 0.25, x2 = 1.35, x3 = 1.75) IMF (bottom). In the
last case only the slope for high mass stars is indicated on the axis The models are
computed on a parameter grid of 20 × 20, for a total of 400 models. The continuous
lines are the 2σ confidence levels. The dashed lines are the contours of the time
at which the models better reproduce the data. Only the times corresponding to the
bursts are represented.
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Greenhouse (1994) measure SN rates of 0.2 yr−1 and 0.08 yr−1, respectively. Consis-

tently, Huang et al. (1994) estimate from the 8.4GHz emission of compact radio sources

in M82 a SN rate of 0.11 ± 0.05 yr−1. Most recent VLBI and MERLIN observations of

M82 give a SN rate between 0.04 and 0.09 yr−1 (Fenech et al., 2010). A strict corre-

lation has also been found between [FeII] emission line flux and SN rate (Rosenberg

et al., 2012). In Figure 4.14 we show the SN rates predicted in the two bursts of the

M82 for models with star formation efficiencies of ν = 0.1− 10 Gyr−1 and different IMF,

compared to the last estimate of SN rate by Fenech et al. (2010), which is generally

lower than previous estimates. We can see that the number of SNe depends on the

number of bursts, or rather on the gas still available for star formation at the present

age of the galaxy. Both the Scalo or the flat IMF are feasible in reproducing the recent

SN rate, albeit only with high efficiency of SF (ν ∼ 10 Gyr−1), whereas the Salpeter

IMF underproduces the number of SNe for both the efficiences. The cases with ν = 0.1

cannot reproduce the observed SN rate. The SFR measurements in M82 vary from few

M⊙ yr−1 up to 25 M⊙ yr−1 (e.g., Doane & Mathews 1993). The behaviour of the SFR

in the models is similar to the SN rate one, where Salpeter IMF produces lower values

of SFR. The Scalo and Flat IMF with ν = 10 produce SF rates over ∼50 M⊙ yr−1 in

the first burst and about 10-15 M⊙ yr−1 in the second one. This suggest that higher

ν are also possible, if we also increase the wind efficiency in order to obtain similar

abundances at the present time.

To summarize, we have calculated different multi-bursts models for M82, varying the

star formation efficiency and the shape of the IMF, and fixing the other parameters on

the observed values. We conclude that a two bursts model with high SF efficiency

(ν ∼ 10 Gyr−1) is required in order to reproduce the observed abundances, while a

Salpeter IMF is not suited for reproducing the present SN rate.

4.4 High redshift galaxies

Starbursts represent one extreme of the star formation process. Their very high con-

centration of star-forming activity is responsible for a large fraction of all cosmic star

formation, with surface densities being over 1000 times higher than in normal galaxy

disks. They are bright enough to be detected throughout the observable universe and

can serve as tracers of the cosmic star formation history. In Figure 4.15, we show the

comparison between the SFR evolution evaluated in our models, for different efficien-

cies and regimes of SF, and the data measured from radio emission in a mix of star-

forming and starburst galaxies from the previous chapter and Banerji et al. (2011). The
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FIG. 4.14: SN rate from M82 models. Only the last two bursts are plotted. The models
with ν = 0.001 Gyr−1 are not shown because the SN rate in these cases is negligible.
The grey stripe represents the SN rate evaluated in M82 by Fenech et al. (2010).

case of continuous SF through the galaxy evolution is able to reproduce only starform-

ing galaxies with SFR of few solar masses per year, since the gas is quickly depleted

in the first Gyrs of galaxy life. These galaxies can be observed only in the local uni-

verse due to the flux limit of the observations. At high redshift only star forming galaxies

with high SF (ν = 5 − 10 Gyr−1), not reached by continuous SF scenario, are visible.

Increasing the infall mass can help to reproduce the less powerful starbursts. A burst-

ing scenario is more feasible, assuming that we observe only the peaks of SF of short

starburst phases during galaxy evolution.

Finally, we compare the mass metallicity relations found from our models with the data

of metallicity presented by Banerji et al. (2011) for a subsample of their starburst galax-

ies, where the measured [NIII]/[OII] ratios are assumed as an oxygen abundance in-

dicator (Shi et al., 2007). This is not completely true, since [NIII]/[OII] is an indicator

of [N/O], which is supposed to scale linearly with [O/H], if N is mainly produced by low

mass star and partly as a secondary element (Matteucci, 2012), and therefore their es-

timate is subject to uncertainties. Their objects are massive galaxies powered by strong

SF. In some cases, however, a dominant AGN component is detected. As they point

out, the low metallicity measured in some galaxies could arise from the presence of a

strong AGN, rather than an intrinsically low metallicity atypical for massive system. The
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FIG. 4.15: SFR for star forming galaxies with high SF efficiency, compared to star-
forming and starburst galaxy data from Vattakunnel et al. (2012) (empty circles) and
Banerji et al. (2011) (filled circles).

adopted models are the ones with 3 bursts, high SF efficiency (ν = 1 − 10 Gyr−1) and

high wind efficiency (λ = 50 Gyr−1). In Figure 4.16 we plot the mass metallicity relation

at the present time (tG) and at 4 Gyr, an intermediate time where the galaxy experi-

enced only one burst and it is less metal enriched. All the lowest points are affected by

AGN component that produce an underestimation of the metallicity. The other points,

a mix of pure and AGN contaminated starbursts, are well reproduced by galaxies with

SF efficiency larger than ν = 1 Gyr−1. The wind efficiency also plays a small role and

reduces the metallicity by 0.1-0.2, especially in low mass galaxies. For high metallicities

the plot suggests that the galaxies underwent two or more bursts in their life, while low

metallicity can be due to the metal enrichment of an unique burst.

To summarize, we run a series of chemical evolution models in order to constrain the

main parameters that characterize starburst galaxies. The comparison with both local

and high-z galaxies show us that we are observing only short and highly efficient burst-

ing periods, and not a continuous star forming phase, in high mass galaxies. Starbursts

develop highly efficient winds, that expel a significant fraction of the mass galaxies.

Low mass starburst galaxies and quiescent star forming galaxies can only be observed

locally.
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FIG. 4.16: Mass-metallicity relations for multi-burst models compared with Banerji
et al. (2011) data. Continuous lines are the models at present time. Dashed lines
represent the models after the first burst.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

In the fisrt part of this Thesis we explore the correlation between X-ray and radio lu-

minosity up to high redshift in a sample of galaxies powered by star formation. In fact,

both radio and X-ray emission can be a clue to ongoing star formation activity with the

advantage of not being absorbed by dust. In particular, the collective emission in the

radio band is produced by H II regions and supernovae, while the X-ray band emission

originates from the HMXBs and ∼ 1 keV gas heated by stellar winds. We take advan-

tage of deep X-ray and radio data in the E–CDFS area (Lehmer et al. 2005,Xue et al.

2011, Miller et al. 2013). The starting sample includes ∼ 1300 X-ray sources and ∼ 900

radio sources. Many of them have an identified optical or IR counterpart (Xue et al.

2011, Bonzini et al. 2012). A spectroscopic or photometric redshift is known for 85%

and 73% of the X-ray and radio sources, respectively. First, we identify all the sources

which are detected in both bands. Then, on the basis of the radio data and of a detailed

X-ray spectroscopy we select a sample of star forming galaxy candidates. This allows

us to investigate the correlation between the radio and X-ray luminosity, and to extend

the measure of the star formation rate for our sources over a large redshift range up to

1.5. Our results are summarized as follows:

• Among the 268 sources with both radio and X–ray detections, most of which have

spectroscopic or photometric redshifts, 43 (∼16%) are consistent with being pow-

ered by star formation processes in both bands. We use criteria based on X-ray,

radio and optical emission. The main criteria are the X–ray luminosity, the intrinsic

absorption, the presence of the Fe emission line, and the X-ray time variability.

Among the sources detected only in the X-ray or the radio band, we select 70

and 111 star forming candidates, respectively. Their classification, though, being

based on a smaller number of criteria, is more uncertain;
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• we find that for the sources detected in both bands the LX − LR relation is well

fitted with a slope close to 1: Log(L2−10keV ) = Log(L1.4GHz) + 17.68 ± 1.15. The

correlation indicates that both radio and X-ray processes are good star forma-

tion estimator even if theoretically they are not good calorimeter as, for example,

the infrared emission is. The fit which includes X-ray upper limits, treated with

censored data analysis, is consistent with the previous relation. In contrast, the

inclusion of upper limits in the radio band leads to a flatter relation, which is sug-

gestive of a non-linear dependence of LX on instantaneous SF. Deeper data are

needed to obtain more robust results at high redshift;

• assuming a linear slope in the LX − LR relation and splitting our sample in low–

and high–redshift bins of redshift, we find no evolution in redshift;

• we find that the LX − LR relation shows a significant scatter. We estimate its in-

trinsic component to be 0.4 dex, possibly due to a contribution to X-ray luminosity

unrelated to the instantaneous SFR.

• finally we compute relation between SFR and X-ray luminosity in the 2-10 keV

band: SFR = (1.40 ± 0.32) × L2−10keV 10−40 M⊙/yr. Most of the sources ( 60%)

have a SFR lower than 30 M⊙/yr. A small number of sources have a SFR higher

than 50-60 M⊙/yr. The comparison of these data with models of chemical evolu-

tion of spiral galaxies allows us to explore the nature of these SFGs. The SFRs

we measure in our deep narrow survey span a wide range from normal spirals

like the Milky Way or M31 in the low redshift universe, to starburst like M82, up to

strong starburst typical of bulges and spheroids in formation.

The strong correlation of SFR with the hard X-ray luminosity in our high-z galaxy sample

shows that X-ray surveys can provide a powerful and independent tool in measuring

the instantaneous SFR in distant galaxies. However, our data also indicate that the

complex physics behind the X-ray and radio emission associated with SF may introduce

significant scatter between LX and SFR. Some objects show an high SFR typical of

starburst galaxies.

In the second part of the Thesis, therefore, we explore chemical evolution for starburst

galaxies of different masses. We run detailed models which can predict the abundances

of several single elements. We study the effect of varying the galactic mass, the effi-

ciency of star formation and the IMF. We constrain the chemical evolution models for

massive starburst galaxies, typically observed at redshifts higher than z=1, and com-

pared them with local and high-z starbursts, considering the abundances of the best

measured elements (e.g., O, Mg, Fe) and modelling their evolution under different pre-

scriptions. We tested both continuous and bursting scenarios for different infall masses
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(109, 1011 and 1012M⊙), SF efficiencies (0.001, 0.1 and 10 Gyr−1) and wind efficiencies,

where the winds are assumed to be differential (i.e. metal-enriched) and triggered by

SN explosions. Our main conclusions can be summarized as follows:

• By comparing the inferred SFRs in high-z galaxies with our model results we

conclude that they are massive galaxies (M ∼ 1011 − 1012M⊙) suffering short but

intense bursts. Low mass starbursts can be observed only in the local universe.

• Wind is produced only in low mass galaxies, or in massive galaxies with high SF

efficiencies (ν > 5 − 10 Gyr−1) due to the deep potential well. The wind must be

metal-enriched and flow at a high efficiency.

• The comparison of the model results with the local starburst M82 shows that

to best reproduce the data this galaxy had at least two main bursts with a very

efficient star formation (ν ∼ 10 Gyr−1) and preferably a top-heavy IMF, as often

suggested for starbursts (e.g., Weidner et al. 2011).

• Only bursting models with strong star formation efficiency reach the high star

formation level observed in high-z starburst galaxies. This suggests that at high

redshift we observe only the short bursting phases of these galaxies, being the

quiescent periods below the flux limit. These starburst galaxies could be more

frequent in the early universe because of the higher rate of galaxy mergers at

those times.

• Starburst metallicities indicate that galaxy burst must have strongly efficient SF

and produce high efficient winds (λ ∼ 50 Gyr−1). The mass lost through winds is

significant and can exceed 10%.

• In the local universe we observe a mix of star forming and starburst galaxies. A

bursting scenario is necessary only in high SFR cases. For normal star forming

galaxies both bursting model with low SF efficiency or a quiescient and continuous

star formation model are feasible.
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